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Palin makes historical visit to BGSU 
By Kristcn Vas.*-. 
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Political views clash at rally 
By Klisten Vasas 
After celebrating Republican 
ideals for nearK three hours 
inside Anderson Arena yester 
day. Republican supportors who 
attended vice presidential candi- 
date Sarah Palm's rallv were met 
with a wall nl Democratic sup- 
porters aftei tan ing the arena. 
Made up of members 
Irom College Democrats, 
Transcendence, Amnesty 
International and I ill I DOM, 
as well as a random assortment 
nl passerbys, the pro-Obama 
gathering look place on the 
sidewalk in front of last Hall 
and lasted roughly 30 minutes. 
Touting a random assortmeni 
ufUbama signs and chant ingaml 
cheering supportive songs, Ihe 
uii}>iiiill\ friendly crowd qUK"kh 
dashed with Republican support- 
ers aftei differences hetueeu the 
two parties began tobeargued. 
A nimors.ii ion between senior 
Ronald Collier ami Gray town, 
Ohm ii'siilenl lelt Sii-wit i|iiirkl\ 
I umed heated wiienthetwo began 
discussing the Iraq war and the 
differentiating policies between 
ihe Republican and Democratic 
This election the choice is yours: Class or Vote? 
By Steve Kunifier 
Reporter 
With Election Day on Tuesday, 
students may face a choice about 
whether they should go to the 
polls or attend class. 
Some democratic nations do 
not face this dilemma as they 
allow for elections to be held on 
weekends or to even have the day 
off, as is the case in Greece. 
Students at the University are 
left trying to manage their time 
more effectively on voting day 
or voting in advance through an 
absentee ballot. 
Steve Currie, the president of 
the College Democrats, knows 
some professors have been sup- 
portive of students who exercise 
the right to vote, but they are 
careful not to take a side on elec- 
tions. 
Currie also feels election day 
should fall under the category of 
a national holiday to allow for a 
better opportunity for people to 
exercise their right to vote. He 
also feels many citizens are left 
out of the voting process because 
of the limited time when people 
have to balance work and other 
responsibilities. 
"The fact [is] that people can- 
not vote because they have a job 
obligation lest they get written 
up or fired," he said. "Making 
election day a national holiday 
would alleviate these problems." 
Several nations around the 
world have found alternatives to 
the one-day system the United 
States uses for the election. 
According to Scott Piroth, 
a lecturer in political sci- 
ence who specializes in com- 
parative politics of Western 
Europe and Canadian poli- 
tics,   several   nations   have 
voting on weekends along 
with a few nations who have 
voting as a national holiday. 
Piroth believes these differ- 
ences have also had an impact 
on the turnout between the elec- 
tions held in the United States 
and those in other nations. 
"Turnout is very low when you 
compare the United States to 
other nations like Great Britain 
and Australia," he said. 
Piroth suggested government 
registration of voters in other 
nations as one of the reasons 
voter turnout is higher in other 
democratic governments when 
compared to the U.S. 
While Piroth credited other 
governments in their success in 
getting people to vote, Currie has 
faced problems with long lines at 
the polls in past U.S. elections. 
During the last presidential 
election, Currie said he stood in 
long lines waiting to cast his bal- 
lot, and he believes the situation 
will be no different this year. 
"Everytime I've gone to the 
poll I've been there longer 
than expected, by well over 45 
minutes," he said. 
WhileCurriehashad problems 
in past elections with long lines, 
Piroth believes students should 
make every effort to make time 
for their classes, but Piroth said 
he would understand if students 
couldn't get to class because of 
long lines. 
Piroth added he would know 
about long lines at the polls 
delaying students on election 
day through the news just like 
he would know if there was a 
traffic accident on 1-75 delaying 
students. 
Despite potential delays and 
problems, Piroth said he believes 
students  are  accountable  for 
being where they are supposed 
to be on election day. 
"It's a student's responsibility 
to manage their time and get to 
their classes," he said. 
While crowds may be an issue 
on Tuesday, most students are 
not concerned with delays from 
long waits to vote. 
Several students felt there was 
enough time in the day to allow 
for them to vote or they have 
already voted through absentee 
balloting. 
Other students felt the 
University policy should be 
clarified. 
Cory Panning, a junior major- 
ing in applied health science, felt 
polls were open long enough and 
that any issues could be worked 
out prior to election day. 
"If (votingl causes a conflict 
they can work that out with their 
professor or boss," he said. 
Before registering students 
encouraged to see advisors 
By Andy OurUI 
Reporter 
With midterms over and finals 
still more than a month away, 
students are still sweating and 
worrying about their classes, but 
not the ones they are currently 
taking. 
Starting this week, the first 
group of undergraduate students 
will be eligible to register for class- 
es, excluding priority registratkin 
for groups like athlete. 
Faculty advisors recommend 
that students make an appoint- 
ment to meet with them to dis- 
cuss strategies toward earning 
their degrees ill a timely manner. 
"lAdvisorsI continue to work 
with students to make sure they 
are successful," Mark Earley, 
Associate Dean for Student 
Affairs, said. 
Class selection, jobs, careers, 
plans and experiences are some 
of the topics Earley talks about 
with his students on how to deter- 
mine what the best schedule of 
classes students should take. By 
sharing these opinions, it can be 
clearer as to what the student is 
looking for he said. 
While talking and getting a feel 
for a student's advisor, it is also 
important to come prepared for 
the meeting. 
One of the most impor- 
tant things students can do 
before meeting their advisor is 
checking their degree audit on 
MyBGSU. The degree audit is a 
electronic checklist telling the 
student what classes they have 
completed and the courses are 
still needed in order to graduate 
within their college. 
"All students have a respon- 
sibility to understand their aca- 
demic check sheet," )odi Devine, 
Associate Director of Honors, 
said. "It's the advisors responsibil- 
ity to help communicate policies 
and procedures regarding gradu- 
ation so then students can make 
choices for themselves." 
Understanding what classes 
still need to be taken is essential 
for seniors who are getting ready 
See Advisor | Page 2 
YOU WANT TO PLAY A GAME? 
CHRISTINA MCGMNIS    IHE BG NEWS 
GOOD HUNTING: This past week close lo 250 students have been in (ear lot their lives when leaving any University building. These stu- 
dents are participating in the campus organization. BG United Nerf Defense (or the Elimination of Animated Dead, oi BG Undead for short 
The game itself is played like a giant game of lag. e>cept that once you are out. you become an animated dead, or zombie as some call it "The 
game is so unstructured that it forces students to form their own teams and work together in order to survive" says sophomore administrator 
lo the game Landon King The (all semester game ends tonight with the final stand between the zombies and the remaining humans. The 
game will also take place during spring semester at a yet-to-be determined date. 
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Palin makes historical visit to BGSU 
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irating Republican 
ideals for nearly three hours 
inside Anderson Arena yester 
day. Republican supportors who 
attended vice presidential candi- 
date Sarah Palin's rally were met 
with a wall of Democratic sup- 
porters after leavingthearena. 
Made up of members 
from College Democrats, 
Transcendence, Amnesty 
International and FRF.F.DOM, 
as well as a random assortment 
ot passerbys, the pro-Obama 
gathering took place on  the 
sidewalk in front of Past Hall 
and lasted roughly 30 minutes. 
Touting a random assortment 
of Obama signs and chanting and 
cheering supportive songs, the 
originally friendly crowd quickly 
clashed with Republican support 
ers after differences liMwevn the 
two parties began to bearpied. 
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A conversation between senior 
Ronald Collier and C.raytovvn. 
Ohk) resident letTSievert quickly 
turned heated whenthetwo began 
discussing the Iraq war and the 
differentiating policies between 
the Republican and Democratic 
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This election the choice is yours: Class or Vote? 
By Steve Kunkler 
With Election Day on ftiesday, 
students may lace a choice about 
whether they should go to the 
polls or attend class 
Some democratic nations do 
not face this dilemma as they 
allow for elections to be held on 
weekends or to even have the day 
off. as is the case in (ireece. 
Students at the University are 
left trying to manage their time 
more effectively on voting day 
or voting ill advance through an 
absentee ballot. 
Steve Currie, the president nt 
the College Democrats, knows 
some professors have been sup 
portive of students who exercise 
the riglil to vole, but they are 
careful not to take a side on elec- 
tions. 
Currie also feels election day 
should fall under tlie category ot 
a national holiday to allow for a 
better opportunity lot people 10 
exercise their right to vole, lie 
also feels many citizens are left 
outol the voting process because 
of the limited time when people 
have to balance work anil other 
responsibilities. 
"Ihe fad |is| thai people can 
not vote because they have a job 
obligation lest they get written 
up or fired.'' he said. "Making 
election day a national holiday 
would alleviate these problems. 
Several  nations  around   the 
world have found alternatives to 
the one-da) system the United 
Slates uses tor the election. 
According to Scott I'iroth, 
a lecturer in political sci- 
ence wlio specializes in com 
parative politics of Western 
Europe anil Canadian poli- 
tics,   several   nations   have 
voting  on   weekends   along 
with a few nations who have 
voting as a national holiday. 
I'iroth believes these diffei 
ences have also had an impact 
on till'turnout between I lie dec 
lions held in the United States 
and those in other nations. 
"Turnout is very low w hen you 
compare the United Stales to 
oilier nations like Great Britain 
and Australia." he said. 
Piroth suggested government 
registration of voters in other 
nations as one of the reasons 
voter turnout is higher in other 
democratic governments when 
compared to the U.S. 
While I'iroth credited oilier 
governments in their success in 
getting people to vote, t lurrie has 
faced problems with long lines at 
the polls in past U.S. elections. 
During the last presidential 
election. Currie said he stood in 
long lilies waiting to cast his bal- 
lot, and he believes the situation 
will be no different this year. 
"Everj time I've gone to the 
poll   I've   been   there   longer 
than expected, by well over 45 
minutes," he said. 
While Currie has had problems 
in past elections with long hues. 
Piroth believes students should 
make ever) cl)nil to make time 
for their classes, but Piroth said 
he would understand it students 
COUldn'l get to class because ol 
long lines. 
Piroth added lie would know 
about long lines at the polls 
delaying students on election 
day through the news jusi like 
he would know it there was 8 
traffic ace idem cm 1-75 delaying 
students. 
Despite potential delays and 
problems. I'iroth said he believes 
students  are  accountable   for 
being where the) are supposed 
to be on election day. 
"It's a student's responsibility 
to manage their time and get to 
their classes," he said, 
\\ hilecrowds may lie an issue 
on ftiesday, most students are 
not concerned with delays from 
long waits to vote. 
Several students fell there was 
enough lime in the da) to allow 
for them to vote ot thej have 
already voted through absentee 
balloting. 
Other students felt the 
Universit)   polic)   should  be 
clarified. 
Cor) Panning, a junior major- 
ing in applied health science, fell 
polls were open long enough and 
thai any issues could be worked 
out prior to elect ion day. 
It voting causes a conflict 
they can work that out with their 
professoi or boss." he said. 
Before registering students 
encouraged to see advisors 
By Andy Ouriel 
With midterms over and finals 
still more than a month away, 
students are slill sweating and 
worrying about their classes, but 
not the ones they are currently 
taking. 
Starting Ibis week, the first 
group ol undergraduate students 
will be eligible lo register for class- 
es, excluding priority registration 
for groups like athlete. 
faculty advisors recommend 
that students make an appoint 
men! to meet with lliem to dis- 
cuss strategies toward earning 
their degrees in a timely manner. 
"[Advisorsi continue to work 
with students to make sure they 
are successful.'' Mark Farley. 
Associate Dean for Student 
Affairs, said. 
Class selection, jobs, careers, 
plans and experiences are some 
of the topics Barley talks about 
with his students on how to deter- 
mine what the best schedule of 
classes students should take. By 
sharing these opinions, it can be 
clearer as to what the student is 
looking for he said. 
While talking and getting a fed 
for a student's advisor, it is also 
important to come prepared for 
the meeting, 
One of the most impor- 
tant things students can do 
before meeting their advisor is 
checking their degree audit on 
MyBGSU. I he degree audit is a 
electronic checklist telling the 
student what classes they have 
completed and the courses are 
slill needed in order to graduate 
within their college, 
"All students have a respon- 
sibility to understand their aca- 
demic check sheet," lodi Devine, 
Associate Director of Honors, 
said. "It's the advisors responsibil- 
ity to help communicate policies 
and procedures regarding gradu- 
ation so then students can make 
choices for themselves." 
Understanding what classes 
slill need to be taken is essential 
for seniors who are getting reach 
See Adviser | Page 2 
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GOOD HUNTING: This past week i lose to 250 students have been in fear (« then lives when leaving any University building. These stu- 
dents ate participating m the campus oiganization. BG United Netf Defense for the Elimination of Animated Dead, ot BG Undead for shotl. 
The game itself is played like a giant game of tag. except that once you ate out. you become an animated dead, ot zombie as some call it "The 
game is so unstiuctuted that it forces students to foim their own teams and work together m ordet to survive" says sophomore administrator 
to the game Landon King The fall semester game ends ton*ght with the final stand between the zombies and the remaining humans The 
game will also take place during spring semester at a yet-to-be determined date 
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BLOTTER 
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 29 
1:40 A.M. 
Lucas Baldridge. 25. of Findlay. 
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly 
conduct after he was observed uri- 
nating in an alley off of Court Street 
2:26 A.M. 
Rickey Logan Jr, 20. of Cincinnati. 
Ohio, was witnessed hitting a 
male with a metal flute outside of 
Uptown/Downtown Bar. The male 
was transported to Wood County 
Hospital. 
2:50 A.M. 
Complainant reported that some- 
one entered his apartment between 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday night and 2:30 
a.m. Wednesday morning and took 
his Playstation 3 console, along with 
four video games. 
5:02 A.M. 
James Yglesias. 20. of Toledo, was 
cited for operating a vehicle under 
the influence. 
k ONLINE: Go lo bgnewscom for the complete biottei list 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual errors. 
If you think an error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-372-6966. 
In Tuesday's story entitled "Lots of 
options for Greek recruitment.' it 
was incorrectly reported that there 
are only two Greek councils on 
campus, when there are actually 
four. The two councils that were 
missed are the Greek Independent 
Board, which has six Greek orga- 
nizations, soon to be more, and 
the National Panhellenic Council 
(NPHC). These two groups recruit 
around the same time as the other 
two councils. However, they all 
recruit in different ways. 
Have an event 
coming up that 
you want to tell 
campus about? 
It's easy! Advertise 
with The BG News today 
and get the word out! 
Visit 204 West Hall or 
call 419-372-2605 to 
speak with a sales 
representative today 
HAVE A WITTY OR FUNNY CAPTION 
FOR THIS PHOTO? 
Last Weeks Winner 
Steve Grunwell 
ENOCH WU     MBGNfWS 
YOUR CAPTION HERE: Submit your caption to caption.contest^bgviewscorri or 
at bgnews com for your chance ro have your photo and your caption appear m next 
Thursday's issue ol The BG News Be sure to include your contact information to be con- 
sidered for the contest. Winner will be selected by The BG News. 
PALIN 
From Page 1 
"If there is a Pulitzer Prize for 
excellence in cowtowing. the 
IA limes would win it." Palin 
said. "The public has a right to 
know what a candidate really 
stands for." 
Palin also referenced the now 
iiif.iinoiis "Joe the Plumber" 
incident in relation lo Obaina's 
stance on taxes and the econ- 
omy, eventually bringing the 
Holland. Ohio, resident to the 
stage to stand by her side. 
"Sen. Ohama has an ideologi- 
cal commitment to higher taxes, 
and ]oc was the only one to get 
him to state in clear language 
what his intentions are," Palin 
said. "Obama is for bigger gov- 
ernments and higher taxes." 
Noting that Obama has voted 
94 times for higher taxes, Palin 
promised the enthusiastic 
crowd that with her and Sen. 
lohn McCain in office, a real tax 
cut would be implemented in 
order to ensure the American 
people would see more of their 
own earnings. 
For (,i,KIII,lie Student 
Nathaniel  Armstrong,   lalin's 
views on keepingcitizen's money 
in thier own pockets rather than 
giving it to government officials 
is a key point in his decision to 
vote republican. 
"I disagree with Obama's 
views on spreading the wealth." 
Annslrong said. "We should be 
able to keep what we cam and 
we deserve to keep as much of 
our money as we can." 
Palin went on to reference 
the taxation changes she made 
personally in her nomestate of 
Alaska, ensuring die crowd in 
attendance diat she would be 
able to handle tax reforms in 
Washington as well. 
As governor, Palin said she 
eliminated half a billion dollars in 
wasteful spending and returned 
that money to the people of 
Alaska in order to create new jobs 
and keep businesses in the state. 
"Uc will use the same com- 
mon sense approach to reform 
Washington," Palin said. "And 
we will never forget who hired 
us because we'll remember 
we're there to serve you." 
Palin also promised to serve 
the American people by listen- 
ing to thier concerns over the 
foreboding energy crisis by 
taking advantage of alternative 
sources, such as solar wind 
MICHASl WEIGMAN    IHEBGNfWS 
THE WINNER: Who wants a mustache ride?" 
and thermal energy. 
However, she did note that drill- 
ing for oil would be a main concern 
of the candidate's plans if elected to 
the White House. 
"For the sake of security and pros- 
perity, energy needs to be produced 
by American workers," Palin said. 
And as heard in many of her other 
rally speeches, Palin also focused on 
providing equality for families with 
special needs children. 
"Our vision for America is 
where every innocent life counts," 
Palin said. 
Palin said she would work to 
put family first whenever possible 
by providing more assistance and 
funding for schools with special 
needs children. 
For Toledo Christian High School 
senior Bradshaw Zeh, Palin's plans 
to benefit die families of America 
encouraged him to attend the rally 
even though he is not of voting age. 
"If she's elected. 1 want to know 
what she's going to be doing for me." 
Zeh said. "I'm a family guy myself, 
and she speaks with such emotion, 
that it's hard not to want to believe 
everything she says." 
Promising to fight for die needs of 
the average American citizen, Falin 
implored the cheering crowd to vote 
for the McCain/Palin ticket when 
voting for change in the country. 
"It's going to come down to the 
wire and what we believe in, and in 
this race, there is only one man who 
has ever really fought for you," Palin 
said." | John McCainl has the cour- 
age to fight for you." 
RALLY 
From I 
policies. 
"I don't feel we should be In 
lliis war and I don't think we 
ever should have gone." Collier 
said. "1 feel like |Sicvert| doesn't 
understand what America is 
really about, which is diversity 
and equality for all." 
Sievert, who served in the 
military during the first Iraqi 
war, said he felt betrayed when 
he began to be attacked for 
believing the troops should not 
be removed until everything is 
resolved in Iraq. 
"When you're deployed plac- 
es and killing innocent people, 
it makes you feel very unap- 
preciated and angry to hear 
things like [Collier] was say- 
ing," Sievert said. "Whatever 
the reasons we went over there 
for, we helped people and the 
finished product is 1,000 times 
better." 
However, not everyone 
attending the gathering 
took sides based on political 
parties. 
Graduate student Jesse Koza, 
who walked down the middle 
of the divided line between the 
Republican and Democratic 
supporters carryinga notebook 
page proclaiming "Be  Nice! 
1 looray for People!" decided to 
try and create peace between 
the two conflicting parties. 
"It's really easy to get caught 
up in the wash of all this, but 
these people you disagree with 
are still going to live next to you 
in a week," Koza said. "1 believe 
(hat if people would be more 
willing to pick people up rather 
than attack them, we wouldn't 
have as big of a split between 
the parties in this country." 
ADVISOR 
From Page 1 
to graduate. Senior Andrea 
Parmelee said how important 
it is to meet with an advisor to 
make sure that all classes count 
towards graduation. 
"It gives you a peace of mind 
to tell you're doing everything 
right," she said. 
Advising gives students a 
sense of their own direction 
and should not be mistaken 
for an advisor telling the stu- 
dent what to do. It is more like 
a partnership between the two, 
Earleysaid. 
"Advising isn't meant to be 
me telling you what to do," he 
said." It's mentoring where you 
come in and ask what do you 
thinkaboutthat." 
Although a student can do 
everything right and be as thor- 
oughly prepared as possible, 
sometimes certain circum- 
stances are out of their hands. 
Due to the popularity of some 
classes, and the lack of classes 
being offered, many students 
get placed on a waitlist. 
According to Kathy Dean, 
Interim Assistant Director of 
Registration and Scheduling, 
students should get on the wait- 
list and contact the department 
and ask what are the chances 
of getting into the class. They 
can also reach the instructor 
and keep checking to see if seats 
open up for the given class. 
Advisors who do not hear 
from their students probably 
will think there is not a prob- 
lem, Parley said. For this reason 
it is very important for students 
to keep in touch with their advi- 
sors to make sure they are on 
the right track. 
"It would be a very good idea 
for students to stay in touch 
with advisors at least once a 
semester to say everything is 
okay," Farley said. 
Advising Tips 
Tips on being ready to meet 
with your advisor and scheduling 
classes 
■ Check Degree Audit on 
MyBGSU 
■ Bring your academic check 
sheet-Make sure there are 
no holds on your account 
(cannot register with a hold) 
■ Research classes and 
description of interest and 
necessity 
■ Keep in touch with advisor 
throughout the semester 
■ Get on waitlists and contact 
department/instructor to try 
and get into the class 
TEXAS HOLD 'EM 
TOURNAMENTS 
Proceeds benefit the Wood County Humane Society 
-th Nov15inand16 th 
Held at the Fraternal Order of Police lodge 
located on the Wood County Fairgrounds at 
13800 W Poe, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
550 TOURNAMENTS w/REBUYS: 
Saturday 15th - Noon and 5pm 
Sunday 16th - Noon and 5pm 
CASH TABLES OPEN AT 11:AM - FOOD AND DRINKS AVAILABLE 
MUST (if in *>,i "*»*» v*'i «iwinrv*iof * m« ew" 
Sponsored by LMARIES Laundromat 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS 
BOWLING GREEN OPERA THEATER 
. I   present* 
ALBERT BY BENJAMIN BRITTEN 
Advance Tickets 
$9 students and 
senior citizens/ 
$12 adults 
Day of 
Performance 
$12 students and 
senior dozens/ $15 adults 
rickets: 
419-372-8171 or 
1-800-589-2224. 
MootfeBox Office 
open wivkdflvs 
iuK»n too p.m. 
BGSU. 
HERRING 
Friday, 11/7,8 p.m., Sunday, 11/9,3 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
KAPPA DELTA & KAPPA SIGMA 
PRESENT 
HUMAN FOOSBALL 
Sunday, November 9, 2008 
from 2:15pm-6pm 
At Perry Field House 
'V 
8 People per Team 
$20 per team before November 6, 
$25 per team after November 6 
Contact Kay la with any questions at kdamman©bgsu.edu 
Being single and pregnant 
is tough 
419-354-4673 
www.bgpc.org 
1-800-395-HELP 
www.knowledge is empowering.com 
lie Foundation I for! 
pte-"VaiVgate 
VlU\rWeS* 
c <a 5-30 am 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM CAMPUS rhus<by.Oaob«50.200e3 
GET A LIFE 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
Sane prtnls latei foxn ewnti bgsu edu 
8 am - 9 p.m. 
Exhibit #4: Clay Club 
130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space 
8 a.m.-Upm 
Muslim Student 
Association Prayer Room 
2040lscamp 
!Oam -3 pm. 
Spring Break Trip Raffle/ 
Fundraiser 
Union Table Space 
2-3 p.m. 
Community Partnership 
Forum Toledo Grows 
201 University Hall 
7- 9 p.m. 
Why People Believe Weird 
Things 
202 Union - Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom 
9 - II pm. 
CRU 
101 Olscamp 
Slavery in 
contemporary 
America? 
By Shelley RllMell 
U-Wire 
Most students can remem- 
ber learning about slavery 
in their high school history 
classes. Textbooks document- 
ed transatlantic slave trade of 
the 1800s, the Underground 
Railroad and the brutal treat- 
ment that many blacks faced 
upon arrival to America. 
But slave trade and human 
trafficking are not just top- 
ics of the past. The practices 
still happen in every country, 
according to Kathleen Davis 
of the National Underground 
Railroad r-'reedom Center, 
based in Cincinnati. 
Davis spoke to an audience 
of Elon students and faculty 
Monday to spread awareness 
about the victimization of peo- 
ple from all walks of life. 
"We tend to think that only 
one particular group will be 
affected, but we have to be 
careful not to make those 
assumptions," Davis said. 
She described recent raids 
in Cincinnati, which freed col- 
lege-educated contemporary 
slaves who were forced into 
slavery because of cultural 
barriers. American men are 
often victims of contemporary 
slavery, as they are forced to 
work long, unpaid hours in 
orange groves. 
Butoftheestimated 14,000 
to 17,000 slaves brought into 
the United States each year 
and a worldwide estimate 
of between 12 million and 
27 million slaves, women 
and children are the most 
frequent victims. 
Seventy percent of con- 
temporary slaves are women, 
according to Davis. In addi- 
tion, an estimated 9 million 
children are exploited through 
the worst forms of child labor. 
"Slavery remains an invis- 
ible crime where victims are 
powerless and voiceless," 
Davis said. "A lot of slavery 
issues of the past are manifest- 
ing themselves in a contempo- 
rary form." 
Former child soldier from Sierra Leone discusses atrocities 
By Brian Stewart 
U-Wire 
Ishmael Beah isn't necessarily 
against war. 
The 27-year-old author and 
former child soldier notes that, 
while military action is some- 
times necessary, it should be 
kept to a minimum. Warfare, 
he said, "does something to the 
human being." 
"That's what I sense from 
people," Beah said. "That 
people don't understand the 
impact of being in the war field, 
of fighting, of killing other peo- 
ple. They don't understand the 
effect of what it really does to 
the human spirit." 
If anyone understands the 
effect of war, it's Beah. 
As a vicious civil war spread 
across his native Sierra Leone, 
claiming the lives of his par- 
ents and two brothers, Beah 
was thrust into combat, toting 
an AK-47 and sniffing a gun- 
powder-cocaine mixture the 
young militants called "brown- 
brown." Nearly three years 
later. Beah was taken from the 
army by UN1CKF and placed in 
rehabilitation. 
Beah, the author of the 
award-winning "A Long 
Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy 
Soldier," will give a free public 
lecture today at 7 p.m. in the 
First United Methodist Church, 
214 E. Jefferson St., as part of 
the University of Iowa Lecture 
Committee scries. 
After finishing rehabilita- 
tion in 1996, Beah earned the 
chance to travel to the United 
States and speak about his 
experiences, eventuallyat lend- 
ing Oberlin College in Ohio, lie 
continues to discuss his life as 
a child soldier for such groups 
as the United Nations and with 
world leaders, including for- 
mer President Bill Clinton and 
former South Africa President 
Nelson Mandela. The Sierra 
Leone civil war officially 
ended in 2002 after t he decade- 
long conflict killed roughlv 
50,000 people. 
The Ul Center for Human 
Rights, along with the Ul 
Provost's Office and the "One 
Community, One Book" proj- 
ect, provided a free copy of a 
special printing of Beah's book 
to all 4.300 incoming freshmen. 
Many instructors in first-year 
literature classes, including 
rhetoric, opted to use the book 
in their curriculum. 
"My biggest fear was that, if 
this is their first exposure with 
Africa, as war-torn and all these 
negative stereotypes, I don't 
want that," said Raqucl Baker, 
who teaches accelerated rheto- 
ric. "I've been trying to connect 
it back to their lives so it's not a 
spectator view of Africa." 
ExxonMobil gives predictions 
for future of world's energy 
JAZZIN' IT UP AT BRYAN HALL 
By Megan Potter 
U-Wire 
In20years,theuseof oil and coal 
will decrease slightly, natural 
gas use will increase and there 
will be a small increase in the 
use of renewable energies, a vice 
president of ExxonMobil said at 
Cornell University Tuesday. 
"The worid uses 245 million bar- 
rels of oil equivalent per day. By 
2030, we see that number increas- 
ing to 325 million barrels per 
day; it's an enormous challenge 
for our company and others to 
meet that demand. What's going to 
meet that need? We see the ener- 
gy mix becoming more rich and 
we feel that's a good thing," said 
Elissa Sterry '81, the vice president 
of ExxonMobil's Intermediates 
Chemical Company. 
Sterry said that the compa- 
ny predicts a great increase in 
vehicle efficiency, with hybrid 
vehicles constituting 30 percent 
of new production. Sterry indi- 
cated that ExxonMobil's part- 
nership with Toyota was key in 
funding the Global Climate and 
Energy Project, a $250 million 
grant encouraging scientists to 
research breakthrough, world- 
scale energy technologies. 
Throughout Sterry's presenta- 
tion, members of the audience 
interjected with questions and 
criticism about ExxonMobil's 
interpretation of the world's 
futureenergy dependence and its 
investments in renewable energy 
sources. One audience member 
asked about the possible conflict 
of interest for the oil company 
as it invests in and encourages 
renewable energy sources. 
"ExxonMobil is focused on 
oil and gas in the short term; 
we don't know as much about 
solar energy and got out of that 
industry. Oil and gas is our 
business niche — we think that 
other people are better suited to 
meet the demand for alterna- 
tive fuels, and we don't see this 
as a conflict of interest. There's 
going to be plenty of demand for 
both," Sterry responded. 
ExxonMobil's projections 
about the future state of ener- 
gy dependence also predict a 
10-percent reduction in car- 
bon dioxide emissions, if ener- 
gy from nuclear or Carbon 
Capturing and Sequestration 
sources replace coal plants after 
40 years of use. 
"I flat out don't believe her 
numbers about gas, oil and coal 
in the future; they're too opti- 
mistic. 1 don't see Americans 
cutting back on coal, and we're 
not replacing old coal plants 
with other energy sources," Jesse 
Rorabaugh grad said. "Overall, 
e Over 30 years in 
rubber industry 
in Engineering, 
Human 
Resources and 
Sales 
e 11 years 
North Baltimore 
Village Council 
e 20 years North 
Baltimore EMS 
• Has successfully led 2 income tax reductions 
in North Baltimore 
e Has helped to bring jobs to northwest Ohio 
e My priorities will be: 
Jobs Education 
Environment     Healthcare 
. JOBS WILL BE MY TOP PRIORITY 
Barb Bretz, Governor Strickland. Jeff Bretz 
OHIO GENERAL ASSEMBLY HOUSE DISTRICT SIX 
PeM For By The Commit!** To Elect Jeffctry W. Br«u 
klenw Bow.n Co-Cn*.  404 E»M Walnut Street  North Baltimore, Onto  43872 
"We see the energy 
mix becoming more 
rich and we feel that's 
a good thing." 
Elissa Sterry | Vice president 
though, I think the big picture 
of the presentation is probably 
right, though, and that's really 
sad. We could do something 
better, institute more renewable 
energy, but there's no political 
will to do so." 
In an interview, Sterry said 
that she did not feel overly chal- 
lenged by the audience's skepti- 
cal questions and emphasized 
her desire to engage in a dia- 
logue with universities and 
researchers. "My mission is to 
find the people to help us think 
this through and develop neces- 
sary technologies," Sterry said. 
During the presentation, 
an audience member point- 
ed out that projections from 
both Barack Obama and lohn 
McCain regarding reductions in 
fuel emissions and increases in 
renewable energy sources seem 
very ambitious compared to 
those from ExxonMobil. 
"Yes, McCain's numbers are 
very ambitious, I agree," Sterry 
said. "It can happen, though, 
with forced regulatory restric- 
tions. But is that for the best, 
is it something that the public 
can swallow? People don't like 
paying $4.40 for a gallon of gas 
and they won't like seeing their 
home heating bill double in the 
next year." 
"If I could go back in lime 
and change anything about 
energy policy, I would like to see 
a policy that is consistent over a 
long period of time, and doesn't 
change from administration to 
administration," Sterry said in 
an interview. 
In response to questions 
about the economy and the 
trade implications of oil, Sterry 
commented, "How do we get 
more energy independence? 
By increasing oil drilling in the 
U.S., which will require changes 
in public opinion and policy." 
ENOCH WU     ' -    :.:'.:.'. 
SOPHISTICATED MUSIC: Charles Saenz, an associate professor o( trumpeting at the College of Musical Arts, walks onto the stage of 
Bryan Hall ready to perform a mature of classical and jazz pieces 
Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE; 
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR 
2009 
STOP 
by our office & 
pick up the 
New Listings! 
Great Selection of 
Houses £r Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 I   Woostcr Street. Howling GrtCO. OH 
Located Across From Tiico Hell. 
RENTAL OWH K |4I«*| .154-22611 
Hours- Monda) lo Frida) X:J0- to 5:30 ■ Saturda) - 8:38 to 5:1X1 
vtuu.johnnvHloverealcslatc.com 
Flu Shots will be offered by 
the Student Health Service again this year to 
BGSU students, faculty/staff, spouses, alumni and retirees. In addition to 
being offered at the Student Health Service beginning October 14 they 
will be given at the following locations throughout campus: 
Thursday       October 30 
Weanescay     November 5 
.  ■ .        November 6 
I November 10 
Founders Hall 
Kreischer 
Conkhn North 
Glass Hallway 
Pulsen Room 
11:00 am-2:00 po- 
ll 00 am-200 p"1 
11:00 am-2:00 pn- 
100- 5:00 ON 
Lobby 4:00 - 7:00 pm 
College Park Conference Room *1    100 -3 00 pm 
Room 101A 9 00 3i-1200 p-' 
13 30 - 5.00 err 
BGSU 
hefce 
WELLNESS CONNECTION 
$ 23 
Please have your University ID ready. 
payable by cash, check or BG1 Card. 
In order to bill insurance you MUST bring a 
photocopy ol the FRONT and BACK of your 
current insurance card. 
FORUM "The fact [is] that people cannot vote because they have a job obligation lest they get written up or fired. Making election day a national holiday would alleviate these problems." - Steve Currie, the College Democrats president. on ways to increase voter turnout on election day [see story, pg. 1]. Thursday. October 50.2008 4 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
"The BG logo." 
NATHAN TURPIN. 
Junior. 
Geography 
If you had the worlds largest pumpkin, what would you carve on it? 
"A vampire" ^^*^B    I  "Another pumpkin" 
ALYSIA MARTIN. 
Junior. 
Education 
BROOKE WOODWARD, 
Freshman, 
Communication Disorders 
"I'm the best' 
JESSICA GORDON. 
Junior. 
Sociology 
* 
VISIT US AT 
BGMEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnews.com. 
Dancing babies, 
Willy Wonka and E.T. 
among scariest things 
l-reddy Krueger, lason Voorhees, 
ligsaw, Hannibal Lector, the list goes 
on and on of scary movie villains. 
1 lollywood knows we like to be 
scared and they know just how to do 
it. Kadi year the film industry rolLs 
out more and more horror movies 
that make us jump and squinn in 
our seats. 
But not all things that are sup- 
posed to be scary actually arc mid 
the reverse is also true. Sometimes 
things that aren't supposed to he 
scary are often the most frighten- 
ing So in honor of Halloween, a 
look back at tilings in popular Cul- 
ture that wen? meant to be cute and 
non-threatening but just ended up 
terrifying me instead. And I promise 
I wont make the 
obvious Sarah 
I'alia joke. 
One of the 
most frighten- 
ing films aimed 
at children was 
theorigtnall971 
version of "Willy 
Wonka and 
the Chocolate 
Factory." After 
reading the 
book in school 
I couldn't wait 
to watch the 
movie. That 
was a mistake. 
Every  part  of 
the film needy scaled me to death 
from the creepy bed with Charlie's 
four dying grandparents in it to the 
Oonipa Loompas and especially 
Willy Wonka himself. The film 
was a tnie product of its decade 
though, a time when kid movies 
didn't have to mean princesses and 
talking animals. But with sabotag- 
ing (Ximpa Uximpas, kid-bating 
Willy Wonka and a fun house with 
locked gates, a golden ticket was 
the last tiling 1 wanted. 
like "Willy Wonka and the 
Chocolate lactory," "EX: The Extra 
Terrestrial" was not meant to be 
overly cute but it also was not meant 
to be as scary as I thought it was. The 
concept alone is pretty scary; an 
alien comes down from space and 
hides out in a kid's bedroom while 
eating Reese's Pieces and drinking 
beer. 1 did soften up towards ET. by 
the end of the film recognizing the 
bond between ET. and Elliott but I 
could never completely trust him. 
I couldn't shake the feeling that ET. 
could turn on them with a snap of 
a finger. Kind of like chimpanzees; 
they look cute and lovable but you 
never know when they will attack 
Angels are the image of peace 
"With sabotaging 
Oompa Loompas, 
kid-hating Willy 
Wonka and a fun 
house with locked 
gates, a golden ticket 
was the last thing I 
wanted." 
and hope but as a kid I was terrified 
of 1994s "Angels in the Outfield." 
The movie is I lamiless; there is really 
not one thing that is'meant to be 
scary about angels answeringaboy's 
prayers for a family by helping the 
California baseball team win. But 
ghosts liavc always been terrifying 
to me, and as a kid I guess I couldn't 
rationalize the difference between 
ghosts and angels. Even though the 
angels in the movie were helping 
the lx>y IWOS horrified. 1 remember 
lying awake the entire night after 
watching "Angels in the Outfield" 
and lxing slightly traumatized at 
the next baseball game I attended. 
My irrational fears of tilings that 
weren't meant to be scary didn't stop 
when I left elementary school. In 
middle school I loved 'Ally McBeal" 
except for the creepy dancing baby 
tliat would randomly appear only 
to Ally. It had a habit of popping 
up at night when she was sleep- 
ing accompanied by a bizam? song 
The baby didn't 
say anything, it 
just appeared, 
danced and dis- 
appeared. Then 
the damn thing 
became some 
sort of pop 
culture phe- 
nomena and 
started appear- 
ing everywhere, 
luckily people 
quickly got sick 
of tire danc- 
ing baby and 
it disappeared 
along with my 
nightmares. 
While I have pretty much got- 
ten over my fear of "Willy Wonka," 
"ET," "Angels in the Outfickl" and 
the dancing baby, to this day I am 
still afraid of (icorge Washington 
and Abraham I Jncoln. I honor liis- 
tory and respect what these men 
did for our country, but I can barley 
kxik at pictures of them without 
having a shiver go down my spine. 
1 don't know why either, there is just 
something about (hem. and it only 
gets worse as time goes by. When 
I visited the historic Charieston, 
S.C., my sisters dnig me on a ghost 
tour. As my luck would haw it the 
last stop of the tour was the hotel 
we were staying at The tour guide 
informed as George Washington 
Stayed at the hotel just before it 
burnt down. I was on high alert for 
the rest of the trip, convinced 1 was 
going to see him walk into our room 
at any moment. 
As crazy as it Ls I would take 
Freddy Krueger or I lannibal Lecter 
any day over (icorge Washington or 
a baseball-laving angel. 
■Bespond to Tannen at 
llwimi Sfi'fogHcKXCOTR 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? 
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenews(S>bgnews.com. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ CaH us at 419-572-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page. 
A few pointers to make that Halloween 
bash quite the blast for all involved 
Halloween is tomorrow and that 
means that most of you already 
picked out the most gruesome, 
outlandish or promiscuous cos- 
tume that you could find and you 
are getting ready for a night of 
wild partying and fun. Halloween 
has become one of the top college 
partying holidays, second only to 
St. Patrick's Day. However, when 
we go to these wild costume par- 
ties we rarely take the time to 
think of the people donating their 
house for a night of debauch- 
ery. That is why I have compiled 
here, for the benefit of all party 
hosts, my list of top don'ts for 
your partying this Halloween. 
Some of these may seem extreme 
and even made up, but I assure I 
speak from personal experience. 
I. Don't smoke in the house. A 
lot of people like to smoke at par- 
ties, and that's all cool, however, 
when you are in someone's home, 
especially a college student who 
probably rents, it is usually con- 
sidered a given that smoking is to 
lake place outside. Now if you are 
inside and you already lit up that 
first smoke, don't panic. Simply 
stand up and walk outside with 
it. No harm done. That means, 
do not put your cigarette out on 
the carpet then walk outside and 
finish it. Then there is harm, and 
there is foul. Secondly, when you 
are outside smoking, it is hard for 
people to complain and criticize 
your smoke in their faces. So, long 
story short, keep the rig butts out- 
side, or be tossed on yours. 
2. What are you doing in 
my bed?! Hollywood has over- 
done itself with films such as 
"Superbad" (hilarious movie, not 
people knows that, for whatever 
reason, girls must pee in num- 
bers. So a tip for the ladies, and 
sometimes the dudes, when you 
pee together, some toilets do not 
flush seven wads of toilet paper, 
and flushing over and over again 
won't make the problem go away. 
So when in a party bathroom, be 
mindful of the fact that the toilet 
is overflowing, and instead of just 
walking away and then acting 
mad at this "unknown bathroom 
destroyer" just to save face later, 
"This is the most important pointer on my 
list, do not, I repeat, do not put a death grip 
on the door frame and refuse to leave." 
putting it down) that encourage 
young people to go out and score 
(have sex) at parties, and this usu- 
ally happens on someone else's 
bed. However, what Hollywood 
doesn't show is the person with 
foreign juices on his sheets livid 
when he/she finds out. This is 
where your host sleeps; do not 
fornicate with random people in 
their bed. And remember, most 
people wear masks on Halloween 
making them unknown, so your 
random sex partners just got a lot 
more random. 
3. No moreTP! Anyone who has 
been to a party with more dian 20 
tell someone so it can be fixed. 
4. Hands off my grub! Same 
tiling with the beds, the food in 
the house does not belong to you, 
it belongs to the hosts. So, that 
means raiding the cabinets and 
fridge is a big no no. 1 know those 
pizza rolls look delicious and 
those pop-tarts are just asking 
for it, but please, please, please, 
this is one of the biggest host pet- 
peeves, leave the food alone, or 
else there will be nothing to eat 
the next day, and most of us arc 
poor college kids already. 
5. Release your death grip! All 
party hosts, past and present, are 
familiar with having the party 
wind down and having to boot 
the remainders. If you have trou- 
ble with this, my favorite line is 
"you don't have to go home, but 
you have to get the hell out of 
here!" Feel free to use that one. 
So for you people that just want 
to party all night, when the host 
says it's time to go, it's time to go 
(you people know who you arc). 
This is the most important point- 
er on my list, do not, I repeat, do 
not put a death grip on the door 
frame and refuse to leave. 1 don't 
care if you think that people still 
want to "chill" or "hang," the host 
has other things to do, such as get 
some delicious Waffle House (see 
you tomorrow!) or maybe even 
start cleaning up. Either way, 
don't overstay your welcome. 
So, hopefully with these 
pointers on house party eti- 
quette, some of our gracious 
hosts out there will not have as 
many headaches tomorrow, and 
maybe you'll find yourself having 
more fun, because you know in 
your heart that no one wants to 
murder you for destroying their 
house or defiling it in some other 
disgusting manner. Remember 
my tips, and have a great, hazy 
I lalloween! 
■Respond tojosh at 
thenews@bgnexus.com. 
McCain strays from his narrow-minded beginning 
ByJjdcGmr 
U-Wre 
A couple weeks ago I wrote a 
column on tlie role racism plays 
in the election strategy of lolin 
McCain. I argued that McCain, 
like any Republican candidate, has 
a political coalition largely based 
on subtle but very present racial 
and cultural prejudices that have 
long prevented Americans from 
supporting the type of progressive 
policy that should be inherent in 
an industrialized society. 
McCains supporters, led in large 
part by his pathetically backward 
running mate Gov. Sarah ftfc 
have repeatedly Died to paint 
Ohama and his supporters as anti- 
American and even foreign, liarp- 
ing on (lluiius vague associations 
with radical figures Bice Bill Avers 
and suggesting that Obamas plan 
for America is socialist revolution. 
The head of Wisconsin Students 
for McCain, Katie Kix. challenged 
Obamas claims of beuigaChristian 
and accused him of adopting tlie 
"deceitful tactics" of another com- 
munity organizer "who worked 
with church leaders even though he 
was an atheist" 
Yes, this was printed in a college 
newspaper. 
Nevertheless, despite the nega- 
tivity and demagoguery that has 
come to rule the McCain campaign, 
historians may very well look kindly 
upon this candidates repudiation of 
much of the cultural war nonsense 
that defined the Bush victories in 
2000 and 2004. 
The almost complete neglect of 
social issues by the McCain cam- 
paign signals an acknowledgment 
that the religious right does not 
deserve a place of prominence 
in the national political dialogue 
While religious conservatives still 
constitute an important segment of 
the Republican ftuly base, McCain 
has appealed to them most visibly 
by picking one of their loyal foot 
soldiers as his vice presidential 
candidate but not by speaking to 
the issues they care about most 
abortion, same-sex marriage, stem 
cell research and the separation of 
church and state. 
Ftatiaps the most obvious rea- 
son McCain lias had to forsake the 
Bible Belt base is that hes simply not 
right on with most of their issues. 
Although the senator has consis- 
tently opposed abortion rights 
during his three-decade career on 
Capitol Hill, hes been considerably 
more reasonable on the issue than 
most Republicans, supporting fed- 
eral funding for embryonic stem ceJJ 
research and rarely discussing the 
issue on the campaign trail. 
On the issue of gay marriage, 
McCain actually showed extraor- 
dinary political courage: McCain 
was one of five Republicans in the 
Senate to stand up against Basil's 
transparent attempt to motivate 
social conservatives by demonizing 
homosexuals through a constitu- 
tional amendment to restrict their 
rights. Although McCain unfortu- 
nately still opposes same-sex mar- 
riage, his position is essentially 
no more reactionary than li.ir.uk 
Obamas and therefore has not pre- 
sented'an opportunity for the type 
of overt homophobia Republican 
politicians have used to their advan- 
tage in past elections. 
McCain lias furthennore strayed 
from emphasizing his religion in the 
manner Bush — as well as many 
Republican political candidates 
— did in the past two elections. In 
Rilii i, the campaign has found an 
enthusiastic "faith" spokesperson, 
but McCain himself rarely refer- 
ences his religious beliefs in his dis- 
cussion of policy, in stark contrast 
to many of his opponents, such as 
Mike Hudcabee, whose use of reli- 
gious riietoric hadThomas lefferson 
doing somersaults in his grave. 
McCain even went as far as to 
express belief in — gasp! — evolu- 
tion Such an adenowiedgment of 
scientific fact is tantamount to wav- 
ing the white Bag of surrender to the 
secular progressives, who, as "ftipa 
Bear" OTteflly will tefl you, wfll stop 
at nothingtoforceyour children into 
pre-marital sexual relationships and 
will knock on your door Christmas 
Eve to make sure you caD that tree in 
your Irving room a "holiday tree" 
All these concessions to rea- 
son may simply display McCain's 
inability to run away from a rela- 
tively moderate social record, but 
what it hopefully demonstrates is 
that America has recognized the 
utter backwanJness of the OOP's 
social policy, which exploits the 
feais of our patents and grand- 
parents and ignores tlie tolerance 
and intellectual influence of the 
younger generation. 
Matthew Dowd, Bush's chief 
campaign strategist in 2004, 
declared to Bill Maher last week that 
the American people believe the 
issue of abortion is settled and donl 
want to hear about it any more in 
the political arena. 
Yes, the pocketbook concerns 
have obviously pushed social issues 
to the side in the wake of the finan- 
cial crisis, but votas may also be in 
the process of understanding that 
culture warriors don't accomplish 
much in the way of policy in office 
A president who shares your views 
on prayer in scliool will hardly be 
able to change the way the school 
nearest you is actually run. 
The expected Obarna victory next 
Tuesday wiD in some ways be a tri- 
umph of liberal ideals of patriotism 
and unity over reactionary appeals 
to tribalism and even sectionalism. 
(Will North Carolina be pro- or anti- 
America?) However, tlie absence 
of true debate on what have tang 
been considered the major social 
issues indicates there may soon be 
a Republican Party many on this 
campus can learn to stomach and 
possibly even suppon with votes. 
(ohn McCain, I am not voting for 
you. but I appreciate your contri- 
bution to the creation of a country 
worth calling "developed" 
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Fed cuts interest rates by half a 
point, results yet to be seen 
Analysts say market will still take time to return to complete functioning 
By Tim Paradii 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — Wall Street got 
the news yesterday it wanted 
from the Federal Reserve — a 
half-point cut in interest rates 
— and rallied in late afternoon 
trading, extending the previ- 
ous day's huge advance. The 
major indexes all rose at least 2 
percent after the central bank 
announced it was lowering its 
fed funds rate to 1 percent. 
The market waffled while 
it was still digesting the Fed's 
economic assessment state- 
ment that accompanied the 
rate cut, but then seemed 
ready to advance in the final 
hour of trading. Policymakers 
spelled out a weakening of 
economic conditions in the 
U.S. and abroad, citing first a 
drop in spending by American 
consumers. 
The Fed also reiterated that 
it expects government steps, 
including its own efforts to 
increase liquidity, to improve 
credit market conditions and 
(he economy over time. 
"It seems like they pretty 
much met expectations," said 
Bruce McCain, chief invest- 
ment strategist at Key Private 
Bank in Cleveland. "They more 
or less indicated elevated con- 
cerns about the economy but 
nothing in it suggests any real 
panic but that this is just one 
more step in their program to 
restore the financial system to 
complete functioning." 
The market's back-and-forth 
trading, typical in the minutes 
after a Fed rate move, drew all 
the more scrutiny a day after an 
889-pointsurgeintheDow|ones 
industrials Tuesday, its second- 
largest daily point gain after the 
936-point surge on Oct. 13 that 
later evaporated as fears about 
the economy grew. The stock 
market has been extremely vol- 
atile lately — beyond a simple 
case of investor indecision, Wall 
Visit us online at 
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"... It doesn't necessarily help you find a 
willing lender. What the economy needs is 
willing lenders, people comfortable taking 
risk. It will take time for that to loosen up." 
Ed Hyland | Global investment specialist in J.P Morgan Private Bank 
Street's back-and-forth moves 
may also be part of its attempt 
to establish a bottom. 
Analysts and investors were 
waiting to see whether the mar- 
ket would pull back now that 
the Fed has announced its deci- 
sion — following an old pattern 
of "buy on the rumor, sell on the 
news" — or whether it would 
show further stability and hold 
on to those gains. And the final 
minutes of trading remain cru- 
cial, as they have in the past 
six weeks produced some of the 
market's biggest selloffs and 
rallies as investors hold out to 
establish or sell positions as 
long as possible. 
Not all observers saw the 
Fed's action as likely to aid the 
markets, at least initially. 
"I think this 50 basis point 
|0.5 percentage point] cut was 
more symbolic than substan- 
tive," said Ed Hyland. manag- 
ing director and global invest- 
ment specialist in I.I1 Morgan 
Private Bank. "It makes bor- 
rowing more cheap, but it 
doesn't necessarily help you 
find a willing lender. What the 
economy needs is willing lend- 
ers, people comfortable taking 
risk. It will take time for that to 
loosen up." 
In late afternoon trading, the 
Dow rose 229.22, or 2.53 per- 
cent, to 9,294.34. 
Broader stock indicators rose 
in choppy trading. The S&P 500 
index rose 23.95, or2.55 percent, 
to 964.46, and the Nasdaq com- 
posite index advanced 48.71, or 
2.95 percent, to 1,698.18. 
The Russell 2000 index of 
smaller companies rose 19.75, 
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or 4.09 percent, to 502.30. 
Advancers outnumbered 
decliners by about 2 to 1 on 
moderate volume of 1.03 bil- 
lion shares on the New York 
Stock Exchange. 
The yield on the three- 
month Treasury bill, regard- 
ed as the safest investment 
around and an indicator of 
investor sentiment, fell to 
0.61 percent from 0.74 percent 
Tuesday. A drop in yield indi- 
cates an increase in demand. 
Meanwhile, the yield on the 
benchmark 10-year Treasury 
note rose to 3.87 percent from 
3.84 percent late Tuesday. 
The rate cut aside, some 
observers said the market has 
benefited on Tuesday and yes- 
terday from a break in the sell- 
ing by hedge funds and mutual 
funds that has occurred as some 
investors exited the market and 
also at the behest of brokers who 
can force professional investors 
to set aside larger cash cushions 
as stocks lose value. 
"As long as you can get a day 
where you can take a breath 
and you just don't have huge 
redemptions that are taking 
place then there is some money 
out there," he said. 
Some investors are hesitant to 
re-enter the market after being 
hit hard. Even with Tuesday's 
jump, the three major stock 
indexes are still down more 
than 30 percent for the year, bat- 
tered since last month's freeze- 
up of the credit markets. The 
troubles with the credit markets 
have made it harder and more 
expensive for businesses and 
consumers to get loans. 
Nebraska to amend safe-haven 
law after embarrassing results 
By Nit* Jenkins 
The Associated Press 
LINCOLN, Neb. — Deciding he 
could wait no longer to address 
what has become a state embar- 
rassment, Gov. Dave Heineman 
said yesterday he will call a spe- 
cial legislative session to amend 
Nebraska's loosely worded safe- 
haven law, which in just a few 
months has allowed parents 
to abandon nearly two dozen 
children as old as 17. 
Heineman had planned to 
wait until the next regular leg- 
islative session convened in 
lanuary, but changed his mind 
as the number of children 
dropped off at hospitals grew. 
Two teenagers were abandoned 
Tuesday night alone, and three 
children dropped off previously 
did not even live in Nebraska. 
"We've had five in the last 
eight days," Heineman said in 
explaining why he called a spe- 
cial session. "We all hoped this 
wouldn't happen." 
The special session will 
begin Nov. 14. That's less than 
two months before the regular 
legislative session, but the gov- 
ernor and others see a need to 
act quickly. 
"This law needs to be 
changed to reflect its origi- 
nal intent" to protect infants, 
Heineman said during a news 
conference yesterday. 
The law, which was signed by 
Heineman in February and took 
effect in July, prohibits parents 
from being prosecuted for leav- 
ing a child at a hospital. 
Use of the word "child" was 
a compromise after legislators 
disagreed about what age limit 
to set, but that decision made 
Nebraska's safe-haven law the 
broadest in the nation by far. 
Most states have age limits 
ranging from 3 days to about a 
month. 
As of yesterday 23 children 
had been left at Nebraska hos- 
pitals, including nine from one 
family and children from Iowa, 
Michigan and Georgia. Many are 
teenagers, only one is younger 
K»TIH»RNIK     AP PHOTO 
LAW FIXIN': Director of children and family services at Nebraska's Health and Human 
Services. Todd Landry announced yesterday that a special session of legislature to fix the 
states 'safe haven" law has taken effect 
than 6 and and none are babies. 
Most Nebraska lawmakers 
have agreed upon revisions that 
would put an age limit of 3 days 
on infants who could be dropped 
off at hospitals. 
Veteran legislator Ernie 
Chambers of Omaha, who 
opposes safe-haven laws and 
is skilled at killing laws he 
doesn't like, said yesterday that 
he will not obstruct passage 
of the revision. 
"It is terrible for children 
at those ages that are being 
dropped off to be deserted and 
abandoned," he said. "I think 
the governor has made a very 
wise decision." 
Not everyone agrees, including 
the current law's main sponsor. 
Sen. Arnie Stuthman of Platte 
Center had wanted a 3-day age 
limit in his bill but opposes a 
rush to change the law. 
"The big problem is we need 
to address what there seems to 
be a need for," Stuthman said. "It 
seems like people aren't able to 
get services for these older kids." 
Heineman suggested the 
diup nils illustrate that parents 
aren't aware of services, not that 
the safety net already in place is 
insufficient. "I believe there are 
services out there some parents 
aren't aware of." he said. 
A 17-year-old Lincoln boy was 
left at a Lincoln hospital Tuesday 
night. State officials said the 
boy's stepfather and mother 
took him to BryanLGH Medical 
Center West a nd t hat t he boy was 
in an emergency shelter. 
According to Lincoln police 
Capt. )im Thorns, the parents 
told officers the boy wouldn't 
follow the parents' rules and 
that they couldn't afford some 
programs he needed. 
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Chinese government knew 
about tainted eggs 
By Gillian Wong 
The Associated Press 
BEIJING — A local Chinese 
government acknowledged 
yesterday that officials knew 
about melamine-tainted 
eggs for a month before the 
contamination was publicly 
disclosed. 
The revelation was the lat- 
est in a growing scandal over 
food products tainted with 
the industrial chemical and 
followed the recent disclo- 
sures that Chinese authori- 
ties and a leading dairy pro- 
ducer also delayed reporting 
for months that baby for- 
mula had been tainted with 
melamine. The contamina- 
tion caused kidney stones in 
babies and was blamed for 
killing four infants and sick- 
ening 54,000 children. More 
than 3,600 children remain 
sick, health officials say. 
A brand of chicken eggs 
from China's leading egg 
processor, Dalian Hanwei 
Enterprise Group, was pulled 
from some stores last week 
after Hong Kong food safety 
regulators  found  excessive 
ANDY WONG    APPHOTO 
EGG HUNT CONTINUES: Shopper walk past the eggs on display lor sale together 
wiih a notice, left, banng the words "No Melamine Contain' inside a supermarket in 
Bei|ing. China, yesterday. Chinese authorities said yesterday they were investigating how 
eggs came to be contaminated with the same industrial chemical at the center of <i milk 
scandal that sickened thousands ol babies, as more tainted eggs turned up in 
Hong Kong and the mainland. 
levels of melamine in the 
company's eggs. 
Authorities in the eastern 
city of Hangzhou recalled 
another company's eggs while 
Hong Kong's government said 
tests on eggs from two more 
processors found excessive 
amounts of melamine. 
Hanwei's Web site said 
that besides the domestic 
and Hong Kong markets, its 
egg products are exported 
to Japan and Southeast Asia. 
China's fresh eggs are main- 
ly exported to the Chinese 
territories of Hong Kong and 
Macau, while processed egg 
products are sold to Japan 
and the U.S., according 
to a February egg market 
report on the Agriculture 
Ministry's Web site, thelatest 
available report. 
North Korean leader suffers stroke, intelligence says 
ByJ.anH.Le. 
The Associated Press 
SEOUL, South Korea — New 
South Korean intelligence indi- 
cates that ailing North Korean 
leader Kim long II suffered a 
serious setback in his recovery 
from a 'stroke and has been 
hospitalized, a newspaper 
reported yesterday. 
The report in the Dong-a llbo 
newspaper cited an unnamed 
government official in saying 
intelligence obtained Sunday 
suggested "a serious problem" 
with Kim's health. The report 
did not elaborate, and South 
Korea's National Intelligence 
Service and Unification 
Ministry said yesterday they 
could not confirm it. 
Kim, 66, reportedly suffered 
a stroke and underwent brain 
surgery in August. A Japanese 
TV station says his eldest son 
went to Paris to recruit a neuro- 
surgeon who was flown back to 
Asia to treat Kim. 
The Dong-a report came a 
day after Japan's prime min- 
ister told lawmakers in Tokyo 
that Kim probably is in the 
hospital, though "not unable'' 
lo make decisions as North 
Korea's leader. 
The chief of the National 
Intelligence Service had told 
lawmakers Tuesday that Kim 
was "not physically perfect" but 
still able to rule the country. 
North Korea denies Kim is ill, 
I lowever, speculation about the 
reclusive leader's health grew 
when he missed a September 
military parade marking North 
Korea's 60th anniversary. He 
then disappeared from public 
sight for two months. 
Kim, who rules the Stalinist 
nation with absolute author- 
ity, has not publicly named any 
successors, leading to concerns 
about an uncertain future in 
the impoverished, unclear- 
armed nation. 
North Korea has sought in 
recent weeks to tamp down 
rumors about Kim's health with 
news reports and footage por- 
traying the leader as active and 
able, attending a soccer game 
and inspecting a military unit. 
Earthquate in Pakistan kills hundreds, 
thousands left homeless 
ByAshrafKhan 
The Associated Press 
ZIARAT, Pakistan — A strong 
earthquake struck before 
dawn yesterday in impover- 
ished southwestern Pakistan, 
killing at least 170 people 
and turning mud and timber 
homes into rubble. 
An estimated 15,000 people 
were left homeless, and rescu- 
ers were digging for survivors in 
a remote valley in Baluchistan, 
the remote province bordering 
Afghanistan where the magni- 
tude 6.4 quake struck. 
Officials said they were dis- 
tributing thousands of tents, 
blankets and food packages and 
sending in earth-moving equip- 
ment to dig mass graves. Many 
of those who survived were left 
with little more than the clothes 
they had slept in, and with win- 
ter approaching, temperatures 
were expected to d rop to a rou nd 
freezing in coming nights. 
Worst-hit was the former 
British hilltop resorl of Ziarat 
and about eight surrounding 
villages, where hundreds of 
houses were destroyed, includ- 
ing some buried in landslides 
triggered by the quake. 
"There is great destruc- 
tion," said Ziarat Mayor 
Dilawar Kakar. "Not a single 
house is intact." 
Aftershocks rattled the area 
throughout the day, including 
one estimated at magnitude 
6.2 in the late afternoon. There 
were no reports of additional 
casualties or damage. 
Kakar said the death toll from 
the quake was 170, with 375 
injured. Around 15,000 people 
lost their homes, he said. 
Kakar appealed to "the whole 
world" for help, but the head 
of Pakistan's National Disaster 
Management Authority said an 
international relief effort would 
not likely be necessary. 
In the village of Sohi, a report- 
er for AP Television News saw 
the bodies of 17 people killed 
in one collapsed house and 12 
from another. Distraught resi- 
dents were digging a mass grave 
in which to burv them. 
ARSHADBUTT    AP PHOTO 
PAKISTAN QUAKE: A Pakistani villager strolls amid debris ol his house damaged by 
earthguake in Ziarat. about 150 kilometers south ol Quelta. Pakistan yesterday. A earthguake 
with a magnitude of 64 struck before dawn killing at least 150 people, injuring scores more 
and leaving an estimated 15.000 liomeless. officials said 
"We can't dig separate 
graves for each of them, as 
the number of deaths is high 
and still people are search- 
ing in the rubble" of many 
other homes, said Shamsullah 
Khan, a village elder. 
Other survivors sat stunned 
in the open.w 
Hospitals in the nearby town 
of Kawas and the provincial 
capital Quetta, 50 miles away, 
were flooded with the dead 
and injured. One patient, Raz 
Mohammed, said he was awo- 
ken by the sound of his children 
crying before he felt a jolt. 
"I rushed toward them but 
the roof of my own room col- 
lapsed   and   the  main  iron 
support hit me," he told an 
AP reporter in Quetta Civil 
I lospital. "That thing broke my 
back and I am in severe pain 
but thank God my children 
and relatives are safe." 
I'arooq Ahmad Khan, head 
of the disaster authority, said 
2.000 houses were destroyed 
and that teams were scram- 
bling to erect shelters for 2.500 
to 3,000 people. 
The main quake struck at 5:10 
a.m. local time and had a pre- 
liminary magnitude of 6.4, the 
U.S. Geological Survey reported. 
It was a shallow 10 miles below 
the surface and was centered 
about 400 miles southwest of 
the capital, Islamabad. 
THE CITY OF BOWLING GREEN 
WISHES TO REMIND MOTORISTS OF THE REGULATIONS PROHIBITING PARKING ON 
CERTAIN STREETS DURING SNOW, ICE OR SLEET CONDITIONS. 
The regulations prohibit parking on the designated streets (including all cul-de-sacs) during "Snow 
Emergencies" A "Snow Emergency" can be declared it snow, ce. or sleet is forecast, and in any case will 
automatically become effective wittiout a declaration when the snow depth reaches two inches (2"). 
When a Snow Emergency is declared the news media wi be advised. The declaration will 
contain the effective time of the emergency. If snow reaches a depth of two inches without a Snow 
Emergency having been declared, the police desk wl be able to advise the official time at which snow 
reached the two inch depth. 
II a Snow Emergency becomes effective between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 pm, motorists hove two 
hours in which to remove their vehicles from the designated streets. 
If the Snow Emetgency becomes effective between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., motorists have untl 
9 00 a.m. to remove their vehicles from the designated streets. 
Vehicles remaining on the designated streets in violdtion of the regulations are subject to being 
towed at owner expense 
If a particularly bad storm Is forecast, additional streets may be designated in the decoration of 
emergency If this should happen, every effort will be made fo notify the news media and to post 
temporary "NO PARKING" signs 
The designated streets are called "SNOW STREETS' and dre printed below. "SNOW STREET' signs 
have been erected on snow streets It is pointed out, however, that the absence of signs will not relieve 
motorists ol responsibility for Improper parking 
Although the City will make every effort to intorm the public of the existence of proboble devel- 
opment of weother conditions requiring removal of motor vehicles from snow streets, motorists are still 
responsible for determining probable or existing weather conditions and removing their vehicles it required 
by the regulations. 
FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF SNOW STREETS: 
NORTH-SOUTH STREETS 
Bollard Drive- Entire length 
Buttonwood Avenue West Woosfer Street to 
Sand Ridge Road 
Campbell Hill Road From East Wooster Street 
southerly within corporation limits 
Church Street Sand Ridge Road to Clay Street 
Dunbrtdge Road- East Poe Road to Route 6 
Enterprise Street Poe Road to Palmer Ave. 
Grove Street Poe Road to Sand Ridge Rood 
Hasklns Road West Wooster Street to Northern 
Corporation limits 
Innovation Drive Entire Length 
Lafayette Boulevard Entire length 
tarchwood Drive- Entire length 
Maple Street Conneaut Ave. to Sand Ridge Rood 
Martlndale Road Wooster Sheet to Melrose Street 
Mercer Road- Scoff Hamilton to South Terminus 
North College Drive Ridge Street to Newton Road 
Prospect Street Napoleon Road to East Poe Road 
Summit Street Poe Road to Napoiean Road 
Stonegate Boulevard- West Wooster Street to 
Sheffield Dnve 
Tamorac Lane- Entire Length 
Wlntergarden Rood Sand Ridge Road to 
west Poe Road 
EAST-WEST STREETS 
Bishop Road- North Main Street to Brim Road 
Clay Street- North Main Street to North Grove street 
Clough Street- South Main Street to eastern terminus m 
Stadium View Apt. complex 
Conneaut Avenue North Grove Street to Mitchel Road 
Court Street- North Grove Street to Thurstin Avenue 
Fourth Street- South College to eastern terminus 
Gypsy Lane Road Sana Ridge Road to Dunbridge Road 
Industrial Parkway- Entire length 
Intrepid Drive Entire length 
Lehman Avenue- Entire length 
East Mem/ Avenue- Thurstin Avenue to Metcer Road 
Miller Drive- Entire length 
Pearl Street- Entire Length 
Research Drive- Entire length 
Sand Ridge Road- South Man Street to Western 
Corporation Limits 
Scott Hamilton- Benrwood to Campbel HI Road 
Sheffield Drive- West End to Wintergaiden Road 
Venture Drive- Entire Length 
Wallace Avenue-North Giove to Haskms Road 
Woodbridge Boulevard Entire length 
Woodland Circle- Entire Length 
East Wooster Street- Prospect to Eastern 
Corporation Limits. 
West Wooster Street- Church Street to Western 
Corporation Limits. 
Wren Road-Entire Length 
CUL-DE-SACS AT THE ENDS OF THE FOLLOWING: 
Aioerta Circle 
Arlington Court 
Boon© Court 
Btownwood Court 
Btownwood Drive 
Carol Road 
Charles Street 
Cherry HIH Drive 
Clark Street 
Cieaiwater Circle 
Cobblestone Lane 
Country CluD Drive 
Dakota Court 
Devonshire Street 
Dogwood Court 
Erie Court 
Ferndale Avenue 
Hammon Court 
Hickory Court 
Hunter Court 
Jacqueline Place 
John Court 
Ke« Court 
Lelanlord Circle 
Madison Court 
Manitoba Drive 
Melrose Court 
Monroe Court 
Ookwood Court 
Partridge Lane 
Peachtree Court 
Plcordie Court 
Ranch Court 
Reeves Court 
Room Court 
Rosewood Court 
Saint Annes Court 
Saw grass Court 
Short Circle 
Sunrise Drive 
Timber Ridge Drive 
louralne Avenue 
tree Top Place 
Turnberry Court 
vale Court 
valieyvlew Dnve 
van Buren Court 
Victory Lane 
Warbler Court 
»,,^, 2009 Registration begins tor: 
Graduate Students 
Non-Degree Graduate Students 
Seniors 
Juniors 
Sophomores 
Freshmen 
Guest Students 
October 20 
October 22 
October 28 
November 4 
November 12 
November 18 
November 24 
Don't miss out! See your advisor now! 
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS 101 University Hal 372-8943 
Arts & Sciences 205 Administration Building 372-2015 
Business Administration 371 Business AoVninislration Building 372-2747 
Education & Human Development 365 Education Building 372-7372 
Health & Human Services 102 Healm Center 372-8242 
Musical Arts 1031 Moore Musical Am Budding 372-2181 
Technology 102 Technology Bulldog 372-7581 
Firelands 101 West Building 372-0676 
Register using My.BGSU.edll 
To find your exact registration day and time, 
go to the Office of Registration and Records website at 
www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar BGSU. 
Office of Registration and Records 
110 Admlnmratlon Building 
fltgmratlonHotline419-372-4444 
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Right v. Left: Judging a President by his cover 
REPUBLICAN SENATOR 
JOHN MCCAIN 
Education 
Voted for "No Child Left Behind" law 
but believes it needs to be improved. 
Supports vouchers that will make better 
schools more affordable. Supports more 
federal backing of Pell grants and 
low-interest loans to lower college costs. 
HMlth Car* 
Wants to provide refundable tax credits, 
$2,500 for individuals and $5,000 for 
families, to help with health care costs. 
Looks to lower drug prices. 
Iraq 
Supported decision to go to war but 
criticized the manner in which it was 
done. Supports troop increase and 
permanent peacekeeping forces in Iraq. 
Opposes a scheduled withdrawal. 
Immigration 
First priority is to secure borders. 
Sponsored a bill for offering legal status 
to illegal immigrants under conditions 
of learning English, passing background 
checks and paying taxes and fines. 
National Security 
Secure borders with 700 miles of fenc- 
ing and increasing the number of border 
patrol officers. Improve intelligence 
gathering and analysis capabilities, while 
improving the screening process for 
people and cargo entering the country. 
Body language, rhetoric and marketing contribute to 
building a candidate's image 
For more information about issues and third 
party perspectives log on to bgnews.com 
DEM0CRATE SENATOR 
BARACK0BAMA 
Education 
Supports better funding for schools, 
traditional testing will not be the judge 
of success and the expansion of teacher 
mentoring programs. Wants to increase 
federal Pell grants and impose a tax cut 
for college expenses for students who 
do 100 hours of community service a 
year. 
Haalth Car* 
Promises coverage for all children. 
Wants universal health coverage, start- 
ing with demanding employers offer 
affordable healthcare. Supports the low- 
ering of medical and prescription costs. 
Iraq 
Has never supported the war. Plans 
complete withdrawal of troops by the 
end of 2009 without an increase of 
forces before then. 
Immigration 
Voted for a bill offering legal status to 
illegal immigrants under conditions of 
learning English, passing background 
checks and paying taxes and fines. 
National Security 
Wants to strengthen US biosecurity 
and prevent nuclear terrorism. Plans to 
improve technology to protect informa- 
tion networks and intelligence 
capabilities. 
Compiled By Becky Taner 
Reporter 
Attributions: Associated Press. 
johnmcain.com. barackobama.com 
By Kyle Reynold, 
In Focus Editor 
In the right corner we have the 'champion of change' 
Barack Obama and in the left corner the 'magnificent 
maverick' lohn McCain, but who will win fight for the 
White House? 
The candidate who can cultivate an image of their 
campaign that resonates most with the people has a 
big advantage, said professor of 1PC, loshua Atkinson, 
who teaches a course called Political Campaign 
Communication. 
The image of a candidate is just as important, if not 
more, than their actual message, Atkinson said 
"Everyone wants to judge these things on substance," 
Atkinson said. "But at the end of the day, sadly actu- 
ally, they're not really about substance. They're about 
image." 
During the debates the candidates will try to portray 
somekind of animageora theme, whichthey do through 
body language and their answers, Atkinson said. 
I n their three debates, McCain and Obama were going 
for the same image of steady leadership, but they por- 
trayed this image in different ways, Atkinson said. 
"(McCain] talks about his experience of steady leader- 
ship and he talks about how he has demonstrated this in 
the past," Atkinson said. "But Obama did this with his 
body language. He would stay in one spot on the stage 
and wouldn't move around too much; he looked at the 
camera and did all those kinds of things." 
Obama's technique seemed to work better, judging by 
post-debate snap polls, Atkinson said. 
"Usually Democrats say the Democrat won, 
Republicans say the Republican won and the undecided 
say it was a draw or tie," Atkinson said. "But a lot of the 
undecided said Obama won this." 
A big critique of McCain had to deal with his body 
language, Atkinson said. 
Undecided voters would say things like, "McCain 
struck them as too erratic," Atkinson said. 
Obama struck a chord with audiences and created an 
image that reminded Atkinson of how Ronald Reagan 
was able to come across as a cowboy in the 1980 debates, 
he said. 
"lOhamal was able to establish an image that reso- 
nated with audiences and a lot of that was through 
body language and not so much the things that he said," 
Atkinson said. "I think he did a very good job speaking, 
as did Sen. McCain, but Obama had much better control 
of his body language and that had a big impact on the 
debates." 
Graduate student Mike Vincent said image wont be 
See IMAGE | Page 8 
Issue 6: Will Ohio throw in all its chips.' ? 
By Ci jig Vandarlcam 
Reporter 
Ohio residents will decide on 
Nov. 4 if they want to roll the 
dice on Issue 6. 
The proposed state consti- 
tutional amendment looks to 
allow the construction of a $600 
million, privately-owned resort 
and casino near Wilmington, 
Ohio. If approved, the initiative 
would authorize the first casino 
in Ohio. 
Design plans call for a 97-acre 
complex which includes 220,000 
square feet of gaming space, 
4,000 slot machines, 100 table 
games and a full-sized poker 
room. The resort would also fea- 
ture a luxury hotel, restaurants, 
spa, golf course, convention cen- 
ter and live theater. 
The new casino would make 
Wilmington the nation's 11th 
largest market and could chal- 
lenge Detroit as the country's 
number five gambling desti- 
nation, said Jack Malisow, vice 
president for brand integra- 
tion and strategic development 
for Lakes Entertainment, the 
Minnesota-based company that 
would build the casino 
Neighboring states Michigan, 
Indiana, West Virginia and 
Pennsylvania have all legalized 
gambling within the past 15 
years. Now, Issue 6 could add 
Ohio to the list. 
Senior Nate Weaver is excited 
about the possibility of a casino 
coming to Ohio. 
"It would be nice to have |a 
casinol nearColumbus," Weaver 
said. "If llssue 61 passed, I would 
definitely check it out." 
junior Ian Kenyon said a 
potential casino would have 
high entertainment appeal. 
"A resort of that caliber would 
be a huge tourism draw," Kenyon 
said. "(Especially! forthose com- 
ing from out-of-state, the city 
would go from an unknown to a 
staple of the state." 
Brad Pressman, co-founder of 
'My Ohio Now' a sponsor of the 
initiative, said if the issue passes 
it will be a large tourist attrac- 
tion. 
"This is a $600 million dollar 
minimum investment, translat- 
ing to two million square feet of 
resort casino," Pressman said. 
"We are trying to build some- 
thing way beyond the mainstay, 
average casino that you find in 
the Midwest." 
Among the primary argu- 
ments in favor of Issue 6 are the 
economic benefits it would bring 
to the state. 
"It would create 2,600 con- 
struction jobs and at least 5,000 
permanent jobs at the casino," 
Pressman said. "The average sal- 
ary is about $34,000 with a ben- 
efits package on top of that." 
Because the casino does sub- 
contracting and has vendors, 
about 4,000 ancillary jobs will be 
inaugurated - other Ohio busi- 
nesses will have jobs because 
they are interacting with the 
casino, Pressman said. 
The casino would also gener- 
ate millions of dollars of revenue 
that constitutes more taxes to be 
used by each of the 88 counties 
in Ohio, Pressman said. 
"We are not searching for tax 
abatement," Pressman said. "As 
a business, we are paying all 
local, state and federal taxes." 
A 30 percent tax on the casino 
revenue would be paid, he said. 
"The bulk of that money goes 
to each county based on popu- 
lation. We figure there is about 
$240 million to be generated 
every year from the casino to 
go to each county, each being 
able to spend the money the way 
they see fit, no strings attached," 
Pressman said. 
Wood County would be pro- 
jected $2.25 million in annual 
revenue distribution, Pressman 
said. 
"If you have the opportunity 
to bring in that much revenue, I 
do not see how you could pass it 
up," Kenyon said. 
Three previous ballot initia- 
tives have attempted to autho- 
rize casinos in the state, but they 
were rejected, most recently in 
2006. 
"By far this is the worst of the 
four proposals in terms of the 
financial deal for the state of 
Ohio," said Michael Grodhaus, 
attorney for the opposition 
group, "Vote No Casinos." 
The fee that is paid initially 
by casinos is essentially a down 
payment against future taxa- 
tion. For example, if the casino 
pays $15 million upfront, and the 
state issues more taxes, they've 
already paid at least the first $15 
million. If they were to offer up 
their license for auction, they 
could fetch a price as high as $1 
billion, according to Grodhaus. 
"Nearly all casinos outside of 
Las Vegas have failed to deliver 
on their promises of economic 
development," Grodhaus said. 
Significant loopholes are evi- 
dent in the casino tax in the pro- 
posed amendment, according to 
Grodhaus. 
The proposed casino can be 
taxed up to 30 percent of its total 
revenue, though that number 
will almost assuredly be lower. 
If another casino is built in the 
coming years, the tax rate for the 
Issue 6 casino becomes 25 per- 
cent (if it is not already lower), or 
the same as that of the new casi- 
no, whichever is least, Grodhaus 
said. 
If the next casino is an Indian 
casino, which would inher- 
ently be tax-free, it would mean 
a zero percent tax rate for the 
Wilmington casino, because the 
tax rate would fall to match that 
of the next casino, Grodhaus 
said. 
There is also some concern by 
See ISSUE 61 Page 8 
Students engage in election issues discussion 
By Kevin Morri.My 
Reporter 
Keeping with the theme of the 
day, The BG News held a political 
discussion last night. 
The discussion was held for 
students to share their views on 
the candidates and the issues 
concerning the upcoming elec- 
tion. 
Five student groups were rep- 
resented at the event — Tommie 
lames represented CRU, DJ 
Swearingen represented Creed 
on Campus, Mike Martinez rep- 
resented Latino Student Union, 
Emily Diepenbrock represented 
College Republicans and Erik 
"Career politicians dilute the 
goal of a politician, which is 
to serve the people." 
Emily Diepenbrock| College Republicans Treasurer 
Sowers represented Vision. 
With issues being the theme 
of the night each group made 
it clear were they stood. James 
said the most important qual- 
ity in a candidate is their char- 
acter, while Swearingen and 
Diepenbrock both said that 
experience was the most impor- 
tant issue. 
Swearingen and Diepenbrock 
both said McCain was the candi- 
date they were supporting with 
his experience as an important 
factor. 
Martinez said Obama's experi- 
ence working with lower-income 
people is one reason why he sup- 
ports Obama. 
Being able to reach across the 
aisle is an important quality for 
the next president, Sowers said, 
especially if Congress is con- 
trolled by the oppositional party. 
But he said Obama would be able 
to reach across the aisle. 
Concerns with registration 
and voting were also discussed. 
Swearingen expressed con- 
cerns about how people register 
students on clipboards on cam- 
pus. 
"The registration process 
on campus seems informal," 
Swearingen said. "But we have 
to have faith that it will work." 
Further into the discussion it 
became apparent that cynicism 
in politics was a belief that all of 
the speakers shared. 
"Career politicians dilute the 
goal of a politician, which is to 
serve the people," Diepenbrock 
said. 
Although there was a shared 
cynicism of the political sys- 
tem among the group, all of the 
speakers were proud to say they 
had registered most of the mem- 
bers of their various student 
groups and were hoping that 
their members would vote. 
Yet the speakers did not have a 
unanimous opinion on the issue 
of abortion. Swearingen argued 
for the banning of all abortions 
because all embryos will eventu- 
ally become a living human. 
But Sowers rebutted with the 
point that if safe and legal abor- 
tions are not offered, women 
might put themselves into dan- 
ger with 'coat hanger abortions.' 
Another issue that was 
believed to be important by the 
group was education. 
Martinez said that he liked 
how Obama was giving money 
to the Head Start programs. He 
also said he likes that Obama 
was a professor and can under- 
stand being a college student. 
VIDEO Of THE BGNEWS ELECTION DISGuSSKX 
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past three election cycles 
I THE BGNtWS ARCHIVES 
NEW SCHOOL Average Joe' has campaigned in all 88 counties in Ohio and has logged 
over 80.000 miles since 2000 
Former Falcon runs for president 
By Kyi. R.ynold. 
In Focus Editor 
He may not have graduated 
from Harvard Law School or 
the II.S Naval Academy, but this 
BGSU alumnus is running for 
the nation's highest office too. 
Joe Schrincr, a 1978 BGSU 
graduate, has been on the cam- 
paign trail since 2000 and is 
running for president for the 
third time, with no plans on 
stopping his campaign for the 
2012 election cycle. 
He goes by the nickname 
'Average |oe' and considers 
himself to be the common man 
running for president. 
"You know 'Joe the Plumber,"' 
Schriner said. "Well, I'm loe the 
presidential candidate from 
Ohio." 
Hesaid his reason for running 
is because he doesn't want his 
children to inherit a world with 
the many problems of today. 
"I'm a concerned parent from 
the Midwest," Schriner said. 
"What I'm concerned about is 
mounting levels of violence, 
war, inner-city and third-world 
poverty, pollution, and etc." 
He said he knows his cam- 
paign is a long shot, but that this 
year he thinks his campaign 
could impact the election in a 
big way, after campaigning in 
all 88 counties in Ohio. 
"I think we will impact the 
vote in Ohio," Schriner said. 
"Ihe story now is that McGain 
and Obania are in a dead heal 
in Ohio and if we can impact 
one or two percent of the vote 
then we can change the whole 
complexion of the race." 
Schriner said he is not con- 
cerned with being viewed as 
an election spoiler, like Ralph 
Nader was viewed as in the 2000 
election. 
"I'm hopeful that this will 
make our campaign a national 
story, which will level the play- 
ing field in 2012." Schriner said. 
A vole for 'Average loe' is a vote 
that will really change America, 
Schriner said. 
"A vote for McGain or Obama 
is just like rearranging (he deck 
chairs on the Titanic," Schriner 
said. "Ours is about steering 
away from the iceberg." 
Drastic shifts in the way 
America spends its money need 
to he made in order to combat 
problems such as third world 
poverty, hesaid, 
"We currently give up four 
percent of our budget to the 
third world and 51 percent to 
our military," Schriner said. 
"Today in the third world, 24,000 
people will starve to death. And 
so do we want to steer from the 
iceberg of world poverty, then 
we need to shift our percent- 
ages, like 25 percent to the third 
world and scale back on the 
military." 
While McCain and Obama 
have talked about phasing in 
alternative energy measures 
over time, Schriner said, that 
isn't soon enough. 
"We believe what Mr. Gore 
was talking about on how Iglob- 
al warmingl is an immediate 
and alarming threat," Schriner 
said. "We propose we go there 
practically over night. We are 
asking people to sacrifice a lot, 
like using no air conditioning. 
I heir was a time when people 
didn't use it." 
The wind turbine technology 
in Bowling Green is something 
he would like to see all across 
America, he said. 
"Think, the wind turbines out 
there should be in farmer fields 
in Montana, North Dakota and 
South Dakota," Schriner said. 
"Hie Great Plains are the Saudi 
Arabia of wind." 
He also applauded BGSU's 
hybrid shuttle bus and said he 
has spoken across the country 
about BGSU's model in hopes 
that other towns and universi- 
ties will invest in the same tech- 
nology. 
Schriner is running as an 
independent and is a write-in 
candidate, with his running 
mate Dale Way. 
Schriner graduated from 
BGSU with a degree in jour- 
nalism and previously worked 
as a reporter at the Sandusky 
Register. Currently, he does 
some freelance journalism and 
handyman work to pay the 
bills. 
He has neverheldany political 
office, but he said, "I've been a 
journalist for a number of years, 
I understand government." 
He currently lives in inner- 
city Cleveland with his wife Liz 
and his three children, Sarah, 
13, Joseph, 11, and Jonathan, 5. 
His family joins him on the 
road in their 'White House or 
bust' RV, which he has logged 
over 80,000 miles since he first 
ran in 2000. 
If his time on the road does 
pay off and gets him into the 
White House, he said with a 
chuckle, "I would change the 
national symbol from an eagle 
to a falcon." 
Pundits got it wrong, 
but you can get it right 
Early election predictions not holding up 
It was supposed to be Hillary 
Clinton's game 21 months ago. 
Then Mitt Romney was sup- 
posed to come along and be the 
savior of the Republican Party. 
Next we were told Rudy Giuliani 
would be taking his seat in the 
Oval Office come Jan. 20,2009. 
From the outset of this elec- 
tion nearly two years ago, every 
pundit, pollster and politico 
in the business has been try- 
ing to tell us who would be the 
next president. And every time 
they've been wrong. 
If the soothsayers of MSNBC, 
Fox News and CNN had any idea 
what they were talking about 
last summer, then our campus 
would currently be flooded with 
signs for Clinton and Giuliani. 
And remember when former 
Senator and "Law and Order" 
star Fred Thompson, was sup- 
posed to revitalize the GOP. 
Polls showed him leading the 
pack for the Republican nomi- 
nation ... that is until he actu- 
ally entered the race and his 
campaign managed to generate 
the excitement of a Nickelback 
concert ticket giveaway. 
Do you recall the week fol- 
lowing the Iowa caucus? Barack 
Obama's upset victory in the 
Hawkeye state had him lead- 
ing by double digits going into 
the New Hampshire Primary. 
All the pundits said he'd win 
the primary there and it was 
game over for Clinton. MSNBC's 
coverage that week was like a 
coronation for Obama. But of 
course Clinton came back and 
won in New Hampshire and the 
contest dragged on to June until 
Obama finally emerged victori- 
ous. 
Solookingbackoverthemany 
failed efforts to predict the 2008 
election, there is one important 
lesson to take away. Voters still 
decide elections. 
John McCain was dead in the 
water back in summer 2007. 
But voters decided to reject the 
premature political obituary 
offered by the media and resur- 
rect the Senator when voting 
actually began in January of this 
year. 
Voters in Iowa also chose 
Obama when all the experts 
said Clinton would sail right 
on through to claim her party's 
nomination. 
And there is no reason to 
think voting on Tuesday won't 
be just as important. Whether 
you're an Obama or McCain 
supporter, going out to the polls 
is still crucial. 
If you're a McCain supporter, 
don't get discouraged, Anything 
can happen. Just remember that 
famous picture of a victorious 
Harry Truman hoisting up a 
false, prematurely written head- 
line, "Dewey Defeats Truman." 
Or look at those polls the day 
before the New Hampshire pri- 
mary that had r Hilary down for 
the count. A lot can happen in 
the last couple of days before 
and after the election. 
And the same is true for 
Obama supporters as well. After 
eight years out in the cold, vic- 
tory seems within grasp for 
the Democrats and potentially 
leading to overconfidence for 
voters. That's what Obama him- 
self has been warning against 
in his speeches recently. And 
youth voters have notoriously 
been blamed for letting down 
candidates at the last minute by 
not showing up in full force. 
That is why it's equally impor- 
tant for voters on both sides to 
go to the polls Tuesday. No more 
predictions. It's time for a deci- 
sion. And you're the ones who 
get to make it. 
ISSUE 6 
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Opponents of Issue 6 that gam- 
bling addiction will increase 
among those in the communi- 
ties nearest the proposed casino. 
Junior Sarah Tomek said she 
sees the positives financially, but 
the social costs are too high. 
"Although the monetary ben- 
efits sound appealing at first, in 
the end it would be best if gam- 
bling stayed illegal," she said. 
"A gambling addiction can 
have devastating financial and 
emotional consequences within 
a family." Grodhaus said. 
The benefits of the potential 
casino are acknowledged by the 
plan's critics, but their concern 
for the damage that could occur 
in the surrounding community. 
"There may be a few potential 
benefits, but they are dramati- 
cally outnumbered by the eco- 
nomic and stxial negatives that 
could occur," Tomek said. 
In a recent sample by the 
Columbus Dispatch of 2,300 
Ohioans likely to vote, 50 percent 
were in favor of Issue 6 while 41 
percent opposed it and 9 percent 
were undecided. 
For further information, visit 
www.yesonissue6.com and 
www.noissueti.com. 
IMAGE 
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a factor in who he votes for, but 
it is a big factor in who will ulti- 
mately win. 
"I think image has a big thing 
to do with it," Vincent said. 
"That's why no ugly candidate 
with a crooked nose will win." 
lunior Tommy Wiebell said 
he thinks image and poli- 
cies are of equal importance 
because politicians can't deliv- 
er on all their policy promises. 
"They promise so many 
things, but so many things 
have to go through Congress 
that they don't have control of," 
Wiebell said. "So I think a good 
image of hard work can show 
people that they will get things 
done." 
Both candidates have brand- 
ed their campaigns with words 
they want to stick with their 
image, Atkinson said. "It is 
McCain the maverick versus 
Obama's change." 
"IMcCainl is a Republican 
and the mood in the coun- 
try according to polls is that 
American's are unhappy with 
Republicans," Atkinson said. 
"So I can't be the traditional 
Republican I'm going to be a 
maverick, a reformer." 
When you're sick and going to the hospital, 
the last thing you need is a long walk from your car. 
The Committee for Improved Parking 
at Wood County Hospital: 
Voting YES on the Wood County 
Hospital referendum will mean: 
• Adequate parking close to the hospital 
entrance. 
• Shorter walks for the hospital's ill 
patients. 
Referendum facts (Ordinance 7737): 
• Voting YES on the referendum will create 
26 parking places. 
• The referendum affects only a small part 
of the overall site. 
• The Hospital is committed to working 
with the community to replant trees and 
maintain a green campus that Bowling 
Green can be proud of. 
ij^r* 
"We see lObamal using the 
word 'change' over and over 
again," Atkinson said. "He has 
pounded it into our heads." 
Obama's ability to outspend 
McCain gives him a distinct 
advantage, Atkinson said by 
getting his name out in televi- 
sion and Internet advertising to 
more people. 
"He is able to be in more plac- 
es at one time than McCain is," 
Atkinson said. 
Opensecrets.org, reports that 
Obama has raised around $600 
million for his campaign, as 
opposed to the $360 million 
raised by McCain. 
McCain has had to pull tele- 
vision ads in many states and 
is focusing his campaign on 
Pennsylvania, instead of some 
of the other swing states that 
Obama is running ads in, 
Atkinson said. 
"The advantage with the 
money is Obama really has 
eight paths to get to 270 elec- 
toral votes," Atkinson said. 
"McCain really only has one 
[Pennsylvania]." 
"That's why no ugly 
candidate with a 
crooked nose will 
win." 
Mike Vincent) Graduate Student 
McCain has a good chance to 
win swing states like Virginia, 
but he just can't keep up with 
Obama's advertising in the 
state, Atkinson said. 
McCain is mainly focused 
on Pennsylvania, Ohio and 
Florida, which Atkinson said 
reminds him of John Kerry's 
2004 presidential run. 
"IMcCainl is looking a lot 
like Kerry in 2004, where Bush 
was on the offensive and Kerry 
was fighting for just those three 
states," Atkinson said. "Kerry 
just said 'we have to win two 
of these three states and that's 
all we're going to do.' Bush was 
on the air in Wisconsin and 
Michigan, in places that Kerry 
was hoping to win." 
Wes I loffman      Michael Miesle 
jo.tn (lOiilon       |<>hn Cheelwood 
Join these and other community leaders and 
VOTE YES on the Wood County Hospital Referendum 
(Ordinance 7737). When you're sick, better parking is more than a convenience. 
PAID FOR BY: Ihe Committee for Improved Parkingat Wood County Hospital, Michael Miesle. treasurer. 950 W. Wooster, Rowling Creen. OH 43402 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
419-352-0717 
Now Renting 
For Fall 2009 
Bentwood Estates 
Columbia Court Apartments 
Heinz Apartments Ltd. 
Enterprise Square Apts. 
East Merry Ave. Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
Mercer Manor Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Campbell Hill Apartments 
...and many more apartments and houses 
SIGN UP TODAY! 
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
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Men's soccer falls to No. 25 MSU 
FIRST LOOK: Kyle McNayr law action while the team juggles its line-u 
JERRYKUNE ■; .. 
By Jaion Jonas 
Repoiter 
 F~~ 
The men's soccer team was dom- 
inated from the start yesterday 
as No. 25 Michigan State scored 
on the game's first two shots. 
These goals set the tone for 
an eventual 4-0 victory for the 
Spartans, dropping the Falcons 
to 4-11 -1 on the season. 
The officiating was the big 
issue in this game. The three ref- 
erees appeared to lose control 
of the game midway through 
the first half. One Michigan 
State player was kicked in 
the mouth, while another fell 
down without being touched. 
The second instance got the 
Falcons a yellow card. 
"You never like to blame the 
officiating, but it definitely took 
a rhythm out of the game, and it 
changed the game," head coach 
Fred Thompson said. 
The Falcons' offensive strug- 
gles continued as well, as the) 
only had five shots tin goal and 
never really applied serious pres- 
sure to the Spartans defense. 
"I can't say the referees were 
the reason why we couldn't score 
goals, "Thompson said. 
The Falcons spent much of 
the game experimenting with 
different lineups, as they are try- 
ing to find the right formula for 
success as the Mid-American 
Conference tournament 
approaches. 
Next up for the falcons will be 
their home finale on Saturday 
against Buffalo, The seniors will 
get one last chance at a home 
victory, and the team will get 
one last chance at a regular 
season conference \ irtory. 
Distance swimmers 
CO 
IN 
Blalie I 
Womack ^^£, 
Freshman swims ^k    ^T* 
[he 200 and 500 |   I 
freestyles j^B. 
R^an- 
3omkin i o 
-reshman swims 
200* freestyles and 
he mile 
(Chelsea 
Kazmierski 
Swims all freestyle 
events and 400* 
individual medleys 
B   Jessica 
Lewis ML ^S 
Freshman swims A^^^T' 
the 200 and 500 IK/ 
freestyles |^^»- 
vO 
Mid-distance swimmers 
in 
ro 
I I 
(risten 
btUMI. 
-reshman swims 
he 100 and 200 
jackstrokes 
Amanda 
Horn 
"reshman swims 
the 100 and 200 
>reaststrokes 
Sarah 
Burston 
Swims the 100 and 
?00 butterflys and 
the individual IMs f Andrea 3rown •reshman swims the 50,100,200 and S00 freestylr--, 
Liz 
Harper 
Swims the 100 and 
200 butterflys and 
the 500 freestyle 
* 
Vicky 
to 
"reshman will swim 
all mid-distance 
»vents 
CM 
Sprinters 
I Jordan F^B 
I Swims the 100 and ^LJS 
»•!      I 200backstrokes *^Lifl 
Aj      I and the 50 ^^B| 
-rankie 
Houck 
Swims the 50 and 
100 freestyles and 
he 100 butterfly 
Sarah 
Reinink 
Freshman swims 
the 50 and 100 
freestyles  
Jen 
Beatty 
Freshman swims all 
freestyle events 
0Enright |.   J 
swims the sprint B'- %M 
freestyles. 100 AaS 
jutt'erfly and 100 ,&$***! 
Meg 
Richardson 
Swims the 50 and 
100 freestyles and 
the 100 and 200 
jreaststrokes 
New season, new look 
Falcon swimming program adds 12 freshmen, new diving coach for the 2008-09 season 
By John Lopez 
Reporter 
As the leaves turn and a chill 
enters the air, the BG swim team 
is poised to begin another season 
and hopefully build on some of 
last season's strong performances. 
The Falcons, coached by 
Keri Buff, begin Mid-American 
Conference meets tomorrow 
and will enter the pool with a 
much younger look, sporting 12 
freshmen. 
Keri 
Buff 
s entering her 
seventh year as 
head coach 
According to Buff, the freshmen 
represent a very bright future for 
her team. 
"This is not just any recruiting 
class," Buff said. "I can confidently 
say this is the best freshman class 
"I can confidently say this is the best 
freshman class the University has ever had." 
Ken Buff I Coach 
the University has ever had." 
Along with the 12 highly-tout- 
ed newcomers, the Falcons are 
returning only two seniors, Alisha 
Yeeand backstroke specialist Sami 
lordan. Although the teem only 
has two seniors, it returns talent- 
ed sophomore Sarah Burston and 
junior Frankie Houck, who have 
each had success in the pool 
The influx of talented freshmen 
to go with the more established 
swimmers has the program feel- 
ing very confident with its first 
regular season meet just days 
away.   Assistant   coach   Mark 
0 Alisha Yee Senior swimmer has set two school records 
"Howie" Howard believes the team 
can be competitive all season. 
"This year we can say for 
sure that we will be competi- 
tive in each meet." Howard 
said. "We have a girl in each 
event thai we feel confident 
can bring us a victory." 
The Falcons will also have a new 
dhing coach. Dave Anderson was 
brought in during the off-season 
to oversee the divers which con- 
sists of a team of three freshmen. 
"Our divers are young but 
have a lot of potential to grow," 
Anderson said 
The team  hosted  the Tom 
See PREVIEW | Page 10 
Football looking to end 
season just like last year 
By Chris Voloachuk 
Sports Editor 
Oftentimes, history repeats 
Movies have sequels. Bands have 
folkiw-up albums. Teams win tides 
in consecutive years 
Surely, the Falcon football team 
would love for the third instance to 
happen. After aD, they've been in this 
position before. 
"We were right here last year, and 
we did a better job at the end of the 
season for the most part." said head 
coach Gregg Brandon. 
By this time last year, BG was 2-2 
in Mid-American Conference play 
and had just lost a heart-breaker at 
home to Ohio, 38-27. With only four 
games left to play, the tearrfc pros- 
pects of winning the East Division 
were looking slim. 
But then, almost unexpectedly, 
the Falcons went on a major run, 
winning all four remaining games to 
clinch a share of the East 
"Last year, everybody bought 
in," said sophomore defensive 
tackle Nick Torresso. "Everyone 
had that sense of urgency. They 
realized if we go down from here, 
there's no going back." 
This year, the team would love 
to have a repeat of that success. 
They've been inconsistent up to 
this point, just like last year. And 
now they've got four games to go, 
just like last year. 
The only difference is that, this 
time around, Kent State wl repre- 
sent BG's first chance to make good 
on a season that started off with 
such promise and then deteriorated 
into disappointment 
Brandon thinks the team has 
See FINISH | Page 10 
CHRISTINA MCGIMNIS     ! 1-1 ltd NIVJS 
SET UP: Kendra Halm (11) sets the ball against Toledo 
Netters to take on Miami 
By Stan Shapiro 
Reporter 
Senior Meghan Mohr does it all, 
she hits, she blocks, she serves 
and she sets. As BG's only six- 
rotation player Mohr is one of 
the catalysts for a team that is 
only one match out of the top 
spot in the MAC East. 
For Mohr the transition to 
a multiposition player wasn't 
difficult after she had a strong 
season in 20O7 when she was 
named second-team All MAC. 
and this season where she is 
one of BG's top athletes. 
SeeVBALL|PaVlO 
Chiricosta, Jakupcin get 
to third round of ITA 
By Craig Vandarkam 
Reporter 
Two Falcons took part in the ITA 
Midwest liegionalChampionships 
hosted by Michigan State, in 
what was the final fall action for 
BG tennis. 
"The ITA Regional is highly 
selective with the top play- 
ers in the Midwest chosen by 
individual records." said head 
coach Penny Dean. 
Senior Kelsey lakupcin and 
sophomore Christine Chiricosta 
were selected to play in both 
singles and doubles. 
lakupcin was part of a singles 
qualifier tournament in which the 
top eight of 64 players advance 
into the main draw. She lost her 
first round match 6-2,6-3 and fell 
to the consolation bracket, where 
she won her next match 6-4,6-1. 
Chiricosta, in tlic singles main 
draw, lost a first round match 6-3, 
6-0 to Ohio State's Kirsten Flower, 
ranked #41 in the most recent 
national rankings. 
lakupcin and Chiricosta, in the 
main doubles draw, knocked off 
two Big 10 pairings before losing 
in the third round. They defeated 
Minnesota 8-4 and Illinois 8-5, but 
then fell to Notre Dame 8-1. 
"Our doubles play was outstand- 
ing. We had great hustle and cover- 
age in these matches," said Dean. 
"Notre Dame was unreal, but if 
we could have started better the 
match would have been better." 
The Regional concluded Oct. 28, 
with the Notre Dame duo winning 
the doubles final while improving 
to 10-0 on the season. 
Itw BG, their next action is Ian 
16, when they travel to Pittsburgh, 
Pa.:vs.Duquesne. 
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Eno injury giving Spratt more action in goal 
By Ethan Macjoc 
Reporter 
Falcon goal tender Jimmy .Spratt 
has shouldered more work so 
for this season than he probably 
thought he would have. 
Hut lies not complaining. 
BCi's senior has started all six 
games this year in net. posting a 
2-3-1 record. At this point last sea- 
son, Spratt and current sophomore 
Nick IJIO had split the starts with 
three each. 
'Iliis year, the story is much 
different Kno suffered an ankle 
injury during a late September 
practice and has not yet seen 
game action in 2008-09. 
"For me it's a good opportuni- 
ty,'' Spratt said. "I'm sure when 
Nick comes back we'll push 
each other to play our best, but 
1 just want to take advantage of 
it and play as well as I can." 
Coach Scott Paluch said Kno's 
status for this weekend's series 
against Nebraska-Omaha is still 
unknown, but if he is healthy, the 
sophomore will likely be starting at 
least one night. 
Much said that decision won't 
have much to do with Spratt's per- 
formance thus far. which he has 
been relatively pleased with. 
"He's done a good job, but 
the consistency is still the main 
focus," Paluch said. "He's had 
some great games and was out- 
GOTO GUY: J.mmy Spratt will be the 
mam goaltender until N«k Eno returns 
standing Friday night." 
On that night, or Saturday 
morning if you were listening to 
the game in BO, Spratt slopped 
all 30 shots he faced from Alaska- 
Fairbanks on the way to a 1-0 
win — his first career shutout. 
It took him four seasons, but he 
said he was happy nevertheless 
to posi a perfect save percentage 
in a game. 
"It mis nice to get one, hut frus- 
trating we couldn't score the follow- 
ing night." Spratt said. The Falcons 
were then shut out 3-0 Saturday 
with Spratt stopping 22 of 25 
Nanook shots. 
Spratt. a Chesterfield. Mich., 
native, is a devoted Detroit Red 
Wings fan, but one who grew up 
idolizing goalies like Patrick Roy 
and enjoys watching current 
Pittsburgh Penguins' goalie Marc- 
Andre lleury. 
Roy was known for perfecting 
die butterfly gpaltending style, in 
which the goalie drops to his knees 
to block the bottom areas of the 
goal when making a save. Spratt, 
like most modem goaltendcrs, 
relies heavily on this method in net. 
He was drafted by the Calgary 
Flames in the seventh round of the 
2004 NHL draft and worked out in 
Calgary this past Jury during a rookie 
camp His college record (16-43-2) 
since lieing drafted lias been disap- 
pointing, but lie said dial might not 
matter to liini quite as much if he 
lias a successful senior season 
"It's my last year and I want to 
play professional hockey after this," 
he said. "I had a really good oflsca- 
son and 1 just need to put the past 
behind me and move forward." 
Spratt, like the ml of the team, 
has played on each coast the past 
two weekends with trips to New 
lingland (Boston and Providence 
Gongs) and Alaska lairiianks. His 
coach said he thinks the 178-pound 
senior has held up well physically 
during all those game minutes and 
accompanying travel. 
"Both our goalies want to play 
all the games anyway," Paluch 
said. "That's just the mentality of 
a goalkeeper." 
VBALL 
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"I did it in club and I did it high 
school so it's just taking that over and 
transitioning into a quicker, rune 
asjessivegamc," Mohrsaid. 
While listed as a right side hitter 
Mohr plays every |*isition on the 
court for coach DeiuseVan FJeWalle 
and unlike iniuiysix-nitatkin players 
in MAC she can also set 
"Meghan! ;ui outstanding plays 
She brings to the table exactly what 
coaches want Ihey want players 
that can goal the way ;ui >und. attack 
the ball out of the front row and 
back tow But wliat makes Meghan 
unique and better than other six- 
rotation players is that the can set," 
VanlX'WdUesaki. 
Mohr Ls also one of BG's best liit- 
lers and her finishing ability was on 
display this past weekend in wins 
over Ball Stale and lokdo wlien six' 
recorded a team high 33 kilLs for tile 
weekend. Her success as hitter is 
even more' impressive when consid- 
ering BG Ls 12-1 when She records 
al leasi ten kills, when Mohr lias less 
than ten kills IK i is an even 6-6. 
last season Nkihr became more 
involved in the Falcons overall game 
as she recorded career highs in digs, 
assists, lolls, blocks and service aces. 
Alter reconling a career high eight 
double-doubles last season Mohr 
already lias seven this year, lit i lias 
not kist one ol those matches. 
(loach V iii I I vwalle hopes Mohr's 
Strong play continues this tonight 
when R '• liosts the top team in the 
MM West Miami. 
The Moons opened MAC play 
this season with a 3-1 kiss in (Word, 
flj 
Meghan 
Mohr 
Plays every 
position on the 
court for BG 
when tlicy snuggled at the net and 
junior Corey Domek was die only 
PakT>invithdouble-digitkills,l>spite 
losing to Ball State this weekend the 
Redl lawks have only dropped one 
match on the road this season 
Awin tonight would move rK i into 
a two-way tie with tlie RedHawks for 
the top spot in the MACWest. 
"I his is a really big deal for us, this 
has been the first time in few years 
we've been in control of our destiny 
for the rest of tlie season. As long as 
we win these next matches we're 
putting ourselves up their to possibly 
win the West," Mohrsaid 
BONUS COUPON 
FOR NEW DONORS ONLY 
. .    | 
i 
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Srubbs swimming relay on Oct 
17, winning five of the nine events. 
Three Falcons broke career-best 
times during their events, which 
could be a preview of things to 
come this season. 
"We had a great meet," Buff 
said. "Our team was domi- 
nant; we won five events and 
were touched out at the wall 
in two more." 
The Falcons found success in 
the 200 and 400 meter relay, the 
300 fly relay, 200 meter free relay 
and the 400 meter individual 
medley relay. 
With a pool full of talented 
freshmen, Vicky Yu Is distancing 
herself from the rest. Yu, along 
with sophomore Sarah Burston 
were successful in three events 
at the relay. 
"Vicky has been a standout 
so for," Buff said. "Our fresh- 
men have set high standards for 
themselves, some of our young 
girls dropped two seconds off 
their personal best times." 
Everything seems to be setting 
up weU for the Falcons heading 
into MAC competition which 
begins tomorrow night against 
perennial powerhouse Eastern 
Michigan. Buff is confident with 
the quality of her roster and the 
meet, which begins at 5 p.m., 
should be a good barometer of 
where the Falcons stand. 
"I am confident with our lineup," 
Buff said. "We have some really 
talented girls which should help 
us be more than competitive." 
As young talent integrates with 
standout upperclassmen, the 
Falcons could rum some heads 
this season. 
THE BG NEWS SUDOKU 
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SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9,There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
9   17   I 
IS L 
8  £  6 
8   E   S I   6   L 
6   V   Z 9   E   8 
L   9   I Z   S   P 
t   I   S Z   6   E L  8   9 
L   6   9 l   S   8 E   17   Z 
£   I   8 9   L   » S   I   6 
6   8   E S   Z   L 17  9   I 
6   Z   E 
8   L   S 
S   L   I 
I   9   > 
r   1   9 
E    I   6 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
"«» mom StfoJuj and M. «.■.„«,, 
PBIZESOOOKK 
another run left in its collective 
tank. 
"We've faced these guys before 
and did a nice job against them," 
he said. "It's nothing we haven't 
seen and can prepare for. Our 
players just need to execute and 
believe we can beat Kent" 
If history is to repeat for the 
Falcons, they're going to have to 
go all the way back to the start 
of the season and the non-confer- 
ence schedule, where they did a 
good job of stopping the run and 
gave die offense chances to move 
the ball. FJTorts such as those at 
Pittsburgh and Wyoming stick out 
Since MAC play started, BG has 
regressed defensively, playing well 
enough to keep games dose but 
fading in die second lialf as oppos- 
ing running backs and offensive 
"We've had a great game plan every week 
and it's just little things here or there that 
are really killing us. As a collective, as a 
team, we just need to refbeus." 
Nick Totresso I Defensive tackle 
lines wear them down. It hap- 
pened against Eastern Michigan, 
Miami and Northern Illinois. 
Kent State won't make life any 
easier. The Flashes are currently 
the MAC's best running team, aver- 
aging 217 yards on the ground per 
game. Their leading rusher Ls the 
quarterback, lulian Bdeknan, and 
their primary back, Eugene larvis, 
is coming off a four touchdown 
perfonnance last week at Miami. 
In order to start a run similar to 
last seasons, the Falcon defense 
will have to dig deep and get back 
to stopping drives for all four 
quarters. 
"We just need to refocus," 
Torresso said. "We've had a great 
game plan every week and ir's just 
little things here or there that are 
really killing us. As a collective, as a 
team, we just need to refocus." 
The history is there for another 
late season run. But it's up to the 
players on the field to repeat it 
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BGSU's 2008-09 CCHA home schedule gets underway as the Falcon 
icers play host to the Mavericks on back-to-back nights...be there! 
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eet your local candidates 
Compiltd By Kristin Vaui 
City Editor 
CONGRESS REPRESENTATIVE FOR 
5TH DISTRICT 
ISSUES 
BOB LATTA •• Economy 
REPUBLICAN     "P^sedthe 
economic 
stimulus 
package to 
jumpstart 
economy 
■ wants to con- 
tinue to uphold limited government spending 
■ promises to continue to pass legislation that 
puts money back into the marketplace in order 
to create new jobs 
2. Taxes 
■ wants to see estate tax permanently repealed 
■ wants to continue to fight for lower taxes 
■ wants to see temporary tax cuts become per- 
manent in order to decrease opportunity of 
higher taxes 
3. Environment 
■ calls for 10-year plan to make country energy 
independent 
■ believes green energy will only be able to 
supplement traditional energy sources 
■ wants America to conserve more and produce 
more power to reduce dependence on foreign 
oil 
4. Immigration Reform 
■ opposed to granting amnesty 
■ believes illegals should not use governmental 
services without paying for them 
■ wants to secure nations borders 
■ plans to enforce current immigration laws 
1 GEORGE MAYS DEMOCRAT 
ISSUES 
1. Job cre- 
ation and 
retention 
I wants to 
incorporate 
jobs here 
rather than 
overseas 
■ is against free trade agreements 
2. Energy Policies 
■ wants to create renewable resource power 
plants 
■ plans to create multiple energy options for car 
and railroads 
■ wants to incorporate more forms of green 
energy, including wind and hydro forms 
3. Fiscal Responsibility 
■ plans to place two-year moratorium on ear- 
marked spending 
■ demand Iraq pay for their own rebuilding 
through oil revenues 
■ wants to create currency based on real assets 
rather than debt 
4. Border Control 
■ wants to bring illegals out of underground 
economy 
■ plans to open more entries and border cross- 
ings and seal off the rest of the border elec- 
tronically 
■ wants to make it easy to apply for green cards 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
H RICHARD CORDRAY DEMOCRAT ISSUES 1. Public Trust ■ believes pur- pose of gov- ernment is 
to recognize 
needs of Ohio 
citizens 
■ promises greater transparency to state con- 
tracting process 
■ tolerate nothing less than highest level of com- 
petency from all working in Attorney General's 
office 
2. Local Support 
■ works to build partnerships with other officials 
to get things done 
■ promises to continue to work with federal, state 
and local officials to combat Ohio's home fore- 
closure crisis 
■ will coordinate and provide support to police, 
sheriffs, prosecutors and neighborhood groups 
to fight crime 
■ wants to reestablish the Criminal Law Project 
to support local prosecutors in their Ohio 
Supreme Court cases 
■ will continue to build educational partnerships 
to help students and adults learn how to pro- 
tect themselves and understand their rights and 
responsibilities 
3. Safe Communities 
■ plans to fight crime in communities with enthu- 
Management Inc. 
1771 01 
Start renting November 10,2008 
for the 2009/2010 school year. 
If paperwork is completed 
and lease is signed before 
12/21/08 each person's name 
will be entered into a drawing for 
FREE RENT 
tor the school year. 
www.meccabg.com 
Visit our website for 
\r>ar-   nhisln*    9 i'nori-ilcl 
ROBERT 
OWENS 
REPUBLICAN 
siasm 
will work to provide law enforcement through- 
out the state with tools they need to combat 
crime 
will also seek out white-collar criminals who 
prey on the weak and injure 
the state's bottom line 
will hunt down businesses that perpetrate 
Medicaid fraud and misclassify 
I their employees to avoid payroll taxes 
ISSUES 
1. Job. 
opposes 
overreaching 
bureaucratic 
regulation 
being by 
government 
agencies on 
small businesses 
I doesn't believe in government managed free 
trade agreements which favor large corpora- 
tions and special interests over small businesses 
and consumers. 
. Taxpayers and Consumers 
I eliminate large dollar no-bid contracts from the 
AG's office 
I increase transparency of the office by putting 
specific financial information online and open 
to the public and the media 
I return money collected by the Attorney 
General's office back to the people's treasury 
. Ohio Communities 
I believes in the right for every American to 
defend themselves and their loved ones 
I promises to protect the rights of Ohioans who 
stand their ground 
I committed to helping citizens build safer com- 
munities and expanding law enforcement train- 
ing of open and concealed carry laws. 
. Children and Families 
I promises to fully enforce Ohio's legal restric- 
tions on abortion 
I will defend Ohio law against activism by 
unelected federal judges 
I believes parents have rights to direct the edu- 
cation and upbringing of their children. 
I fully supports educational choices, including the 
choice of home schooling 
OHIO STATE REPRESENTATIVE 
El JEFFREY BRETZ DEMOCRAT 
ISSUES: 
1. Jobs 
I wants to work 
with current 
companies to 
keep jobs we 
have now 
■ wants to 
attract new jobs and new companies to 
Northwest Ohio 
■ work to sell the current products our manufac- 
tures make 
1. Education 
■ support education at all levels 
■ wants to encourage state legislature to ask citi- 
zens how they want to fund schools 
2. Environment 
■ wants to place temporary ban on Factory 
Farms in Ohio 
E RANDY GARDNER REPUBLICAN 
safer 
ISSUES: 
1. Economy 
wants to use 
turnpike toll 
funding to 
make roads 
and bridges 
■ wants to create new construction jobs from 
turnpike toll funding 
■ supports the 2008 Ohio Jobs Bill, which is 
expected to create 57.000 new jobs 
2. Education 
■ wants to reduce property tax and strengthen 
education system 
■ created the Gardner Two-Year Tuition Freeze 
Amendment, which has kept tuition from ris- 
ing for the past two years for Ohio college 
students 
■ wants to continue making college accessible 
and affordable 
4. Environment 
■ sponsored budget amendment that provides 
$1.9 million for Wood County Environmental 
Health Facility Expansion 
■ wants to continue commitment to clean water 
and healthy environment 
■ voted yes on bipartisan energy legislation for 
alternative energies for Ohio 
■ encourages clean coal, solar, wind and biofuels 
For more candidates and their stances on issues go online. 
146 North Main 352 7800 
— HAPPY HOUR 5PM-7PM- 
FREE POOL TILL 7 
1/2 PRICED APPETIZERS 
(2 DOMESTICS I »1 OFF ALL DRAFTS 
THURSDAY $.25 WING NIGHT 
o $2 Coors Light 
o $2 Wells All Night 
o S3 32 oz. Bud Light Drafts 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by |p*55v^ 
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ACROSS 
1 Young fish 
4 Deep, unnatural sleep 
9 Addis Ethiopia 
14 "Seinfeld" uncle 
15 Texas landmark 
16 Bob and Elizabeth 
17 Bull markets 
18 Start of Bernard Baruch quote 
20 Cost of living? 
22 Boardroom bigwig 
23 Factual 
24 Part 2 of quote 
27 Olympic sled 
28 Deposited 
29 Piccadilly Circus statue 
30 Chart anew 
31 Columbus Day mo. 
32 Lena of "Chocolat" 
33 Former French coin 
34 Part 3 of quote 
36 Part 4 of quote 
40 Pers. pension 
1 Grippe 
2 Censure 
3 Park in California 
4 Took care of 
5 Catalonian cheer 
6 Block of paper 
7 Greek vowel 
8 Cowboys' showcases 
9 Big fuss 
10 Keep inside 
11 Old-fashioned warning 
12 Caviar source 
13 Sawing logs 
19 Alternative to smok- 
ing? 
21 Beattyof 
"Deliverance" 
24 Coagulate 
25 "Chicago" role 
26 Buffalo's county 
30 Churn up 
32 Boat propellers 
33 Alan Ladd classic 
35 Take a tour 
36 Cause to wither 
37 Brief announcement 
38 Early or late 
39 Warner Bros, creation 
41 Pierced 
43 Forceful flowings 
44 Hebrew month 
45 Declare 
46 Break away 
47 Pint drink, perhaps 
49 Typist's slat 
50 Bar members, briefly 
55 Append 
56 Part of NATO 
57 Jurist Fortas 
59 Elmer, to Bugs 
41 Symbol of office 
42 Numero  
43 Deer sirs 
46 "South Park" boy 
47 Glee club voice 
48 Baloney! 
49 Part 5 of quote 
51 Junior exec 
52 Chem. contaminant 
53 Abound 
54 End of quote 
58 A Turner 
60 Blew it 
61 Churchill Downs event 
62 1969 Peace Prize grp 
63 In place 
64 Outer limits 
65 Big Apple inits. 
ANSWERS 
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PASTA & SUBS 
1432 E. Wooiter, B6 
(419) 352-4663 
■delivery available- 
Hours: Ham - 9pm Monday  Saturday 
Delivery llim-9pm Monday - Saturday 
Help Wanted For Rent 
NEWS 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
The 111. News will not knowingly accept 
advertisements lhat discriminate, or 
encourage discrimination against any 
individual 01 group on the basis of race. 
sex. color, erred, religion, national origin, 
sratal orientation, disability, status as I 
veteran, or on the basis of any utht'i legally 
piolriscil slams 
Flu- H(; News reserves the right to decline, 
discontinue 01 levise any advertisement 
such as those found 10 be defamatory, 
larking In (actual basis, misleading or raise 
In nature All advertisements are subyecl 
loedilingandappiov.il 
Money can be the best gift! 
People send you cash! We teach 
you how! Sound too easy? 
Let me prove it! 
Visit www.onlinecashparty.com 
PT help wanted lor car detailing, 
odd ]obs, general cleaning, assist w/ 
set-up & clean-up ot banquets & 
parties. Must drive stick shift. 
Apply in person: Snooks Dream 
Cars, 13920 County Home Rd, BG 
Start you own highly profitable 
home business. Make S500 daily 
starting right away! 
Free report: Dry Tech. 
Suite CL20155. 8920 Quartz Ave. 
Northridge, CA 91324 
Uraku Japanese Restaurant 
now hiring: sushi chef, kitchen chef. 
S bartender. Call 419-352-7070 
House w/ 4 BR, newly renovated 
bath & kitchen & private parking. 
S800/mo. non-smk.  419-350-8639 
House with 2 BR. 1 bath, basement. 
garage, C/A. S800/mo. 
Non-smoking. Call 419-350-8639 
Houses & Apartments 
12 months leases only 
S. Smith Contracting LLC. 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave. 
Office hours 10-2. M-F 
www.bgapartments.com 
Victorian 2 BR apt. S650'mo + uttl. 
1 BR in Victorian home, $250/mo 
w/ util. Call 386-405-3318 
Services Offered 
For Rent 
Change Your Financial Situation. 
Call 419-601-5179 or visit 
www.shopherbalile.com/Lgreen 
and click "Business Opportunity". 
Personals 
Campus Pollyeyes 
All draught pints $2 every Thursday' 
(419)352-9638 
Help Wanted 
'BARTENDING! up to $300/day No 
exp. necessary. Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174. 
Earn extra S. students needed ASAP 
Earn up to $150 a day being a 
mystery shopper, no exp needed. 
Call 1-800-722-4791 
Make up to $75 per on-line survey, 
visit: 
www.cashtospend com 
"1/1/09-1 or 2BRapts low as $399, 
see Cartyrentals.com 
Call419-3530325 9am.-9pm 
3 BR house at 317 N. Enterprise. 
avail. NOW! 
1 S 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St., 
Avail in Jan 2009 
Call 419-354-9740. 
3 BR house available, 
S275 per person + util. 
Close to BGSU. OH St. prk. AC/WD 
Call 419-601 -3225 or 419-352-4773. 
312 N. Enterprise 
Clean, 3 Irg bdrm, C/A. all appl. incl. 
Call 419-352-5882 
832 Third St, 5 blks from campus. 
3 BR, 1 bath, lenced in back yard 
Window A/C. 
$840/mo.. util. Call 419-392-2812. 
have been signing leases 2009-2010 
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease. 
930 E.Wooster +303 E. Merry=large! 
see Cartyrentals com 
or call 419-353-0325 9am -9pm 
Customized 
Catering 
SINCE    197 2 
'[(/on rY/taw or v-)iir; 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
FOR UP TO 350 GUESTS 
SamBv 
419-353-2277 
< > 
For Proven Leadership with Positive Results 
- ELECT— 
E. MARK HUMMER 
Wood County Sheriff 
on NOV. 4 
• Over 2 decades of law enforcement experience, currently 
as Lake Twp Police Chief 
• Endorsed by 1 4 former leaders at Wood County Sheriff's 
office and by current township officals 
• Fiscal Responsiblity without compromising safety 
• Elect a Cop, not a politian 
www.hummer-for-sheriff.tom 
HOMELAND SECURITY BEGINS AT HOME 
12 Thursday October 50.2008 PALIN VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
PHOTOS BY ENOCH WU AND ALAN PIP.ACHA 
COUNTRY FIRST: (Lcd-iop) Young supporters wave signs before the airival of Republican Vice Presidential Candidate Sarah Palin Suppottets of all ages waited up to thiee hours to see Palm yesterday morning. (Left-center) A girl perches on a shoulder waving a pom-pom given to 
her by a BGSU cheerleader (Left-bottom) Palin greets supporters in the crowd proceeding her speech (Center-top) Palin speaks on energy independence and concern of Senator Barack Obama on issues of taxation, and political affiliations (Center-bottom) Country singer Aaron Tippin 
(right) and hrs counterpart perform "Drill Here Dull Now" a song that has become the theme for the McCain & Palin energy plan (Right-top) Todd Palm, husband of Sarah Palin gets introduced during a rally for his wife. (Righi-cenrer) BGSU cheerleaders prep the audience with red. white, 
and blue pom-poms. (Right-bottom) Stale Senator Mark Wagoner speaks on Presidential Candidate John McCains loyalty and Vice Presidential Candidate Palm's experience during a rally in Anderson Arena. 
PHOTOS BY ENOCH WU I THEBGNEWS 
COUNTRY FIRST: (left) Repubkcais coming out of the rally for vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin wave their signs m response to the Obama supporters who have gathered outside of Anderson Arena. (Right-top) Democrats participate in a pro-Obama gathering outside of 
Anderson Arena after a rally for republican vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin Additional law enforcement was brought in to assure that the clash between Republicans and Democrats was kept at a safe level (Right-bottom) Democrats participate in a pro-Obama gathering outside of 
Anderson Arena after a rally for republican vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin. 

12 Thursday October 30.2008 PALIN VISIT WWWBGNEWS.COM 
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COUNTRY FIRST:   efl-top) Young supporters wave signs before the arrival of Republican Vice Presidential Candidate Sarah Palm Supporters of all ages waited up to three hours to see Palin yesterday morning. (Left-center) A girl perches on a shoulder waving a pom-pom given to 
IHGSU cheer leader (Left-bottom) Palm greets supporters m the crowd proceeding hei speech (Center-top) Palm speaks on energy independence and concern of Senator Barack Obama on issues of taxation, and political affiliations (Center-bottom) Country singer Aaron Tippin 
(right) and his counterpart perform "Drill Here Drill Now" a song that has become the theme for the McCain & Palm energy plan (Right-top) Todd Palm, husband of Sarah Palm gets introduced during a rally for his wife (Right-center) BGSU cheerleaders prep the audience with red. white, 
and blue pom-poms (Right-bottom) State Senator Mark Wagoner speaks on Presidential Candidate John McCain's loyalty and Vice Presidential Candidate Palm's experience during a rally in Anderson Arena 
PHOTOS BY ENOCH WU I THE 8G NEWS 
COUNTRY FIRST: (Left) Republicans coming out of the rally for vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin wave their signs m response to the Obama supporters who have gathered outside of Anderson Arena (Right-top) Democrats participate in a pro-Obama gathering outside of 
Anderson Arena after a rally for republican vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin Additional law enforcement was brought m to assure that the clash between Republicans and Democrats was kept at a safe level (Right-bottom) Democrats participate m a pro-Obama gathering outside of 
Anderson Arena after a rally for republican vice presidential candidate Sarah Palm. 

October 30, 2008 
JOHN TURNER 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
For a graduating senior like 
myself, this semester is going by 
far too fast. Fortunately, Greeks 
have been busy making the most 
of their time around campus. 
We started the year with a new 
Interim Director of Greek Affairs, 
Gordy Heminger. I know Gordy 
as a Greek Life aficionado and the 
most pessimistic Detroit Tigers 
fan around, but if you want to 
find out more check out my quick 
Q & A with him on page six. 
As always, Greek organizations 
have been busy raising money 
for charitable causes. Check out 
pages three and four to get caught 
up on some of the diverse and 
creative ways Greeks are choos- 
ing to help fund local and nation- 
al charities. 
As a recruitment chair it was 
great to see new member num- 
bers go up across the board. 
Congratulations to the chapters 
for their hard work and dedica- 
tion to the recruitment process. 
Congratulations, perhaps even 
more so, to all the new members 
for recognizing the value of being 
Greek. I can tell you from experi- 
ence that it is an incredible ride 
that isn't going to last half as long 
as you expect it will. Welcome to 
the BGSU Greek community! 
The Gavel and You 
If you want to help The Gavel 
grow stronger, there are three 
ways you can help starting 
right now. 
One: Get involved. We need 
copy editors, staff writers and 
photographers for upcoming 
issues. If you've got a passion 
for Greek life and skills in any 
of these areas, we would love to 
hear from you. For a time com- 
mitment of only a few hours each 
issue, you can really make an 
impact. 
Two: Stay in touch. We always 
need pictures from your chapters' 
events. Philanthropies, commu- 
nity service, intramurals, any- 
thing! Know a story you think 
should be in the next Gavel? Let 
us know! 
Three: Advertise. The Gavel is 
a great place to congratulate new 
members, wish seniors farewell 
or make an announcement for an 
upcoming event. For more infor- 
mation on pricing, which it's very 
affordable, contact us. 
The best way to get started 
with any of these is to buy me 
lunch. Or send me an e-mail 
at the address below. Both 
will work. 
That's all from me. Everyone 
have a great time this Halloween 
weekend but be safe. 
Question? Comment? Lunch? 
E-mail me atjohnt@bgsu.edu. 
GOT AN ANNOUNCEMENT TO MAKE? 
THE GAVEL IS A CAMPUS PUBLICATION WITH 
COVERAGE FOCUSED ON ISSUES, EVENTS AND 
PEOPLE OF THE FRATERNITY AND SORORITY 
SYSTEM AT BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY. 
ADVERTISING IS AFFORDABLE AND REACHES 
EVERY STUDENT WITH ACCESS TO THE BG NEWS. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT CINDY GERKEN AT CINDYJG@BGSU.EDU 
OR STOP BY TO PICK UP PRICING SHEETS IN WEST HALL 204! 
ADVERTISE IN THE GAVEL! 
Pagei 
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John Turner 
REPORTER 
Tamara Lawrence 
STAFF NEEDED! 
IF YOU HAVE A PASSION FOR GREEK LIFE AND CAN 
WRITE IN ENGLISH, YOU CAN BE A CONTRIBUTOR TO 
THE GAVEL. CURRENTLY FILLING ALL POSITIONS. 
CONTACT IOHNT@BGSU.EDU. 
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IN STEP: Members of Phi Beta Sigma show their stuff at the fieldhouse on Homecoming weekend, when the step show took place 
EP UP TO THE SHOW 
NPHC'S HOMECOMING STEP SHOW DEMONSTRATES GREEK UNITY 
TAMARA LAWRENCE 
STAFF WRITER 
While the step show was a few 
weeks back, Anthony Antoine of 
Phi Beta Sigma still expresses 
astonishment at the teamwork of 
his group planning the event. 
"Some said that it couldn't be 
done, but we did it," Antoine 
said. 
What is teamwork? Teamwork 
is the construction of two or more 
parties coming together, working 
as one. Antoine, who is also pres- 
ident of BGSU's National Pan- 
Hellenic Council, says the team- 
work and unity among members 
of the council is important for 
black Greek organizations on 
campus to remain relevant. 
"This year, the chapters have 
exceeded my expectations," 
Antoine said. "Working as 
closely as we did to put togeth- 
er something as big as our first 
Homecoming step show was very 
admirable." 
The step show consisted of 
members of the six historically 
black Greek organizations on 
campus coming together to show 
off traditions with dancing and 
chanting. 
As Antoine reflects on the suc- 
cess of the event, he also imagines 
the future. There are many areas 
in which the council wants to 
improve. For instance, all Greek 
organizations of the Divine Nine 
would enhance the intensity of 
the competition as well as make 
it enjoyable. Antoine also stated 
that a special guest to host the 
show, such as a DJ from a popu- 
lar station. 
"But the possibilities are end- 
less," Antoine said. "And we are 
only going to continue to grow as 
a council." 
With the help of alumni, a 
slice of the show was dedicated 
to each fraternity or sorority par- 
ticipating to perform a stroll in 
front of the audience. Antoine 
said that was his favorite part of 
the step show. 
"For the alumni members that 
came back to BGSU it was their 
curtain call," Antoine said. They 
were able to come back to BG 
and show the younger members 
that they still got it, and they still 
look good doing it. 
"This goes to show that NPHC 
has a voice here on and off cam- 
pus and we could put on great 
events for everyone to enjoy." 
When thinking back, Antoine 
explained there could have been 
some things done differently, but 
because of all the hard work he 
was happy with everything. 
"My council put forth so much 
time and effort into the event 
that there is nothing that I would 
change," he said. "This was the 
first time that we had this event 
without any direction from any- 
one older who has done a show 
of this magnitude." 
The purpose of NPHC is to 
promote unity amongst mem- 
ber organizations - which was 
displayed in this event. It went 
beyond a step show. It went 
beyond making money. It went 
beyond showing off respected 
colors and letters. It was orga- 
nizations coming together and 
sticking together. 
Step Show Winners: 
Omega Psi Phi - ist Place 
Winner 
Delta Sigma Theta- 2nd 
Place Winner 
Zeta Phi Beta - 3rd Place 
Winner 
TS TO LOVE 
NEW NPHC MEMBERS REFLECT ON WHAT THEY 
CAN'T GET ENOUGH OF IN THEIR CHAPTER 
London Scott — Alpha Phi Alpha 
"I love everything about my organization. We 
place no limitations to any obstacles we encoun- 
ter. There is a great sense of brotherhood, loy- 
alty, trust and respect shared among us all. We 
work hard to uphold a positive influence as we 
arc viewed as the leaders of this campus." 
Alecia Gilbert — Delta Sigma Theta 
"I love everything about my Sorority, but what I 
love most is the fact that Delta has always been 
about taking action for a positive change. In 
turn. Delta will always be relevant because there 
is always room for progression." 
Donnelle Shelton —Iota Phi Theta 
"The reason I love Iota Phi Theta is Brotherhood. 
Brotherhood is one of our five cardinal prin- 
ciples, and it is the force that drives the fra- 
ternity. Our small size enables us to have a 
very close knit organization with very enriching 
interpersonal experiences." 
Tatiana Jones — Zeta Phi Beta 
"I love the fact that there is a support system, 
no matter where you are, who you are or what 
you're going through. Someone is always there 
to listen, lend a hand and/or a hug, and for 
guidance." 
NEW CUSTOMER SPECIALS 
- ONE «IME PURCHASE - THE 
TANNING i   1 Week Free 
CENTER 
£rvi*) P.C, iua 1980 
IS500 
32 Rooms Ruailable!! 
Use your package at any of our locations 
'THE HEAT 
904 E. Woosler        5 beds. 1 booth 
419-352-3588 closest to campus 
> SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT 
993 S Main 5 beds. 2 booths 
419-353-8826 appl. available 
'THE WASH HOUSE 
248 N Main 17 beds. 2 booths 
419-354-1559 noappt. needed 
TanningCenterBG.com 
Tan for as low 
as $15 a month 
• CALL   FOR DETAILS* 
CWM cva ••qv«i • 3 mc*4ri mmnum 
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ARTY TIME WITH PARTY SMART 
BGSU STUDENTS, GREEKS LEARN ABOUT THE VALUE OF GOOD DECISION MAKING AT INFORMATIONAL EVENT 
SINKING IT: Delta Zeta members Heathef Wiederman. left, and Angela Tirabassi, right, play 
water pong, one ol many sober events offered at Party Smart. 
I DRANK THATTi Junor Student Wellness Network peer educator Ashley Remer explains to students the similarities between 
the number of calories in fatly foods and in popular mixed drinks. 
ALCOHOLIC'S EYlSi Pi Beta Phi members Katie Kirker and Juslina 
Buccuri compete in an obstacle while wearing impaired vision goggles 
JOHN TURNER 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
When there's an event titled "Sex 
Olympics" on the agenda, an edu- 
cational experience isn't the first 
thing that conies to mind. 
But that's exactly what Greeks 
did last week at Party Smart while 
learning to make safe, intelligent 
decisions in regards to drinking 
and sex. 
"We want people to see when 
they're sober how bad their judg- 
ment can be while drinking," said 
Panhellcnic Vice President of 
Standards Jamie Fox. "It's also about 
safe sex and making smart choices." 
The event was sponsored by the 
Interfraternity and Panhellcnic 
Councils, the Student Wellness 
Network and Greek Affairs, with 
additional help from the BGSU 
campus police. Events ranged from 
corn hole and water pong to a 
booth on the 16 steps to putting a 
condom on. 
While some in attendance were 
required to be there, like many risk 
management chairs, the majority of 
students were there simply to learn 
about good decision making in an 
enjoyable, yet sober environment. 
"It surprised me how much fun it 
was," said sophomore Chi Omega, 
Julie Hyman. "I was thinking it 
would just be all educational and 
not such a good time." 
One of the more eye opening 
presentations was given by junior 
Ashley Remer of the Student 
Wellness Connection. A volunteer 
would go up and place pictures of 
items like Big Macs, donuts and 
different mixed drinks in bags 
with varying numbers of calories. 
Students reacted with disbelief after 
finding out facts like a Long Island 
iced tea has 200 more calories than 
a Big Mac. 
Remer, who gives presentations 
for SWC to a variety of groups 
on campus, was encour- 
aged  by the enthusi- 
asm of attendees. 
"We knew there 
would be a lot of soror- 
ities in attendance, we 
just didn't know they 
would be this excited 
to be here," Remer 
said. 
Everyone       who 
came got a door prize and became 
eligible to win gift cards to the 
bookstore by earning tickets hand- 
ed out at booths. 
No one was willing to admit the 
information they learned would be 
life altering but it seemed everyone 
was glad they came. Chi Omega 
junior Suzanne Gerhardt may have 
said it best: "It's information that's 
just good to know." 
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KING MEMORIES... 
Sigma Kappa raised about $200 
for gerontology this fall with its 
Water Dodgeball philanthropy. 
This was the first year for the event, 
which had two sororities (Phi Mu, 
Pi Beta Phi) and four fraternities 
(Kappa Alpha Order, Alpha Tau 
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Pi Beta Phi 
held their 45th annual Mud Tug in 
September, in which 30 teams par- 
ticipated. The proceeds were split 
between First Book, a charity that 
donates books to underprivileged 
children, and the American Heart 
Omega, Sigma Nu, Phi Kappa Psi) 
participate. The event was a success, 
and even ended in a game with all 
the fraternities against every Sigma 
Kappa. The winner of the philan- 
thropy was Kappa Alpha Order, and 
the spirit award went to Sigma Nu. 
Association. In total, the two chap- 
ters raised $780 for those chari- 
ties. The 2008 Mud Tug winners 
were Kappa Sigma on the fraternity 
side and Delta Zeta in the sorority 
bracket. Congratulations on anoth- 
er successful year in the mud. 
Alpha Xi Delta recently hosted its 
Fuzzie Football philanthropy at the 
Perry Fieldhouse. Eight chapters 
participated: Kappa Sigma, I-ambda 
Chi Alpha, Phi Kappa Tau, Pi Kappa 
Alpha, Alpha Tau Omega, Delta 
Chi, Sigma Phi Epsilon and Kappa 
Delta. Phi Tau came away the vic- 
tors, beating Pike in the champion- 
ship game. The Fuzzies were able to 
raise about $280 for their Choose 
Children initiative, their national 
philanthropy that will fund local 
programs that benefit children. 
Sigma Nu was able to raise more 
than $1,000 this fall with its week 
long Bikeathon in the Union Oval. 
Funds were given to the USO to pur- 
chase phone cards and care packag- 
es for the troops overseas. President 
Joseph  DiNardi called  the event 
"one of the most exciting weeks for 
us Sigma Nus." DiNardi went on 
to say that "in those difficult times 
[on the bikej lifelong memories are 
made, distant brothers grow closer, 
and the bonds of brotherhood grow 
more intimate." 
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W0S ' V 
ILE MAKING A DIFFERENCE 
In its second year, the Phi Mil's 
Price is Right philanthropy drew 
excited representatives from 
Panljellenic, IFC and NPHC coun- 
cils. While the turnout wasn't what 
they had hoped for, the chapter was 
still able to raise just under $200 for 
Children's Miracle Network, the Phi 
Mu's national philanthropy. It was 
held on Oct. 20, which is Phi Mu 
National Philanthropy Day. Below, 
two members of Alpha Omicron 
Pi compete in the Showcase 
Showdown. 
Alpha Sigma Phi hosted its annu- 
al Mud Volleyball tournament in 
September, drawing 23 teams from 
both inside and outside of the Greek 
system. Pi Kappa Alpha defend- 
ed its championship crown in the 
meirs division, while the women's 
club volleyball team got the win 
in the women's bracket. Go figure. 
The event was as successful as any 
philanthropy in recent memory for 
the chapter as the Alpha Sigs raised 
more than $1,100 for the American 
Cancer Society. 
Project Sleep is a Philanthropy 
that Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity 
Inc. does to bring about aware- 
ness for the homeless and domes- 
tic violence. Fraternity members 
sleep outside overnight in card- 
board boxes around campus in cold 
Love Auction is an event hosted 
by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 
where students are auctioned off as 
dates for Sweetest Day. The chap- 
ter chose to split the money raised 
between two causes. The first was 
the   Byran   Freeman  Scholarship, 
autumn weather to represent the 
struggle homeless people endure. 
They raised funds through events 
like a 3-point shooting competition 
and collected clothes from students 
to donate to the YWCA-Battered 
Women's Shelter Toledo. 
designed for minority males in the 
name of the late Byran Freeman, 
a member of Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity. The second was the 
Ohio Voters Rights March host- 
ed by the Grand Chapter of Delta 
Sigma Theta. 
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cQ^&^^WITH GORDY HEMINGER 
BGSUS INTERIM DIRECTOR OF GREEK AFFAIRS TALKS ABOUT HIS NEW ROLE AND SHARES HIS OUTLOOK ON GREEK LIFE 
What was the title of your 
previous position in Greek 
Affairs? 
I was the Coordinator for 
Greek Affairs. I advised GIB, did 
Student Discipline, worked with 
Leadership Programs and Housing 
Administration as well. 
What about the position 
of Director of Greek Affairs 
appealed to you? Why? 
The opportunity to really take 
the Greek community to the next 
level and work to ensure that all 
undergraduates have a great Greek 
experience. 
What kind of responsibili- 
GREEK 
WEEK 
STEERING 
It's not too late to get 
involved in planning 
Greek Week 2009! Final 
position applications are 
due TODAY, but there's 
still time. Applications 
can be found by logging 
into MyBGSU. 
Open positions 
include: 
-Finance Chair 
-Communications Chair 
-Marketing Chair 
-Community Relations 
Chair 
-Programming Chair 
-Events Chair 
Interviews will take 
place the week beginning 
Nov. 3. 
ties have you taken 
on? What's your 
typical day like? 
I'm always working 
to grow our commu- 
nity, restructure our 
leadership develop- 
ment programming 
and shift to a more 
student-centered 
Greek community. My 
typical day involves 
meetings with under- 
graduates, graduate 
students and planning for future 
semesters. 
What, in your opinion, has 
been your greatest  achieve- 
ment in your short 
tenure? 
The steps we've 
made to increase the 
self-governance of 
our community has 
been a major achieve- 
ment. Also, working 
to bring back All- 
Sports, make Greek 
Week more meaning- 
ful and implementing 
the Chapter Support 
Program. 
What other goals are 
you hoping to accomplish 
this year? 
I   want  to   grow   our   Greek 
community and do a total overhaul 
of our leadership development pro- 
grams here also. 
If you could improve some- 
thing about Greek Life at 
BGSU by snapping your fin- 
gers, what would it be? 
If I could snap our fingers, 
I'd have every chapter at their 
ideal chapter size with juniors and 
seniors living in the chapter houses 
and assuming the key leadership 
roles in our Greek community. 
What's about the position 
have surprised you? 
I'm not sure anything has sur- 
prised me. I knew it would be a lot 
of work but very rewarding. 
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If I could snap our 
fingers, I'd have 
every chapter at 
their ideal chapter 
size with juniors 
and seniors living in 
the chapter houses 
and assuming the 
key leadership 
roles in our Greek 
community.* 
W 
Rise Above High-Risk Drinking, 
Most BGSU students are. 
• 89.2% of BGSU students do not let alcohol 
use affect their academic performance. 
• 98.7% of BGSU students do not use 
alcohol daily, however, 45.8% of BGSU students 
think that students use alcohol daily at BGSU. 
• The BGSU high-risk drinking rate has decreased 
3.3% since 2002 and 5.6% since 2000. 
Brought to you by the Wellness Connection, Student Health Service, and NCAA BIG Choices 
Data taken from the 2006 ACHA Health Assessment. 
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A football, fiin and 
philanthropy filled 
\  fall for Greeks 
at BGSU! 
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